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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

United Press International

Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, June f, 1970

In Our 91st Year

Seen&Heard Commencement Is Tomorrow
At Murray State Universily
Around
Murray

10* Per Copy

Rabies Clinics
Scheduled For f
Next Veit Here

Vol. LXXXXI No. 133

New Fire Truck
Is Purchased By
Hazel Yesterday

two of the country's greatest
generals—George C. Marshall
and Dwight D. Eisenhower.
The Crittenden County natIt. L. eooper; Coordinator,
ive, who also served on the
Calloway County Health DepartMurray State farelty from 1933ment, announced today that ra37 and 1954-56, is writing a
bies clinics will be set up in
Dr. Forrest C. Pogue, an al- four-volume account of the life
various sections of the county
Exigency means about the same mass of Murray State and
of General Marshall. The third
and at the health center.
thing as emergency.
now director of the Marshall ae- volume is scheduled for publiThese clinics. are set up each
smirch Foundation in Arlington,
year and are sponsored by
Mellifluous is a good word. It Va., will deliver the commence- cation this year.
Hoyt Like, mayor of the city
Smith, a native of Marietta,
veterinarians of Murray and the
means sweetly flowing, smooth. meat address at 10 a. m. Saturcd Hazel, announced today that
Ohio,
has
had
a
career
includhealth department will assist in
Even the word itself is sweetly day in the university fieldhouse.
a contract was MOW yesterday
ing pastorates in New Jersey,
each of the chalet.
flowing, smooth.
Featured speaker for the bac- Maryland and Pennsylvania, a
for a .new fire task for the
Uultod Prime lutersatlowal
Kentucky law requires that
calauneate service on commentown of Hazel is Up meant
We call Scott McNabb, down at cement eve will be Dr. Alvin chaplaincy in the U. S. Navy,
dogs and cats be vaccinated for
of $15,429.00.
and experience as a synod exeKentucky: Considerable clouthe Highway Department Main- Duane canIth, senior minister
rabies. The fee for the clink
cutive of New Eogiand and New
KENTUCKIAN HONORED IN diness through Saturday with
Mayor Like mid the truck is
tenance place. We tell him about at the Broad Street Presbyter- York.
will be $150.
" Dr. Forrest Pogue
"All Pet owners should take CALIFORNIA — Dewey H. little change in temperatures. expected to be delivered in four
how rough the road is down ies Church of Columbus, Ohio. He served as chaplain of the
advantage of these clinics and Jones, dean of California Baptist Scattered showers and a few months. The city has a volunDoran Road where the pave- He will address the graduates Ohio House of Representatives
make sure that all pets are vac College, Riverside, was honored thundershowers today diminish- teer fire department and the
ment is all roughed up for a- at 8 p. m. tonight in the uni- during the 1967-68 and 1969-70
at the 1970 Faculty Awards Din- ing west tonight and elsewhere truck will add to the efficiency
cinated,"
bout a quarter of a mile. He versity -auditorium.
Cooper said.
General Assembly sessions. BeA total of 739 seniors have sides extensive church work at
says just as soon as it quits rain
The following schedule will nor for his 15 years of service Saturday morning. Highs today of the department.
as dean and assistant profess- and Saturday mostly in 705.
be followed:
lug the Highway Department applied for bachelor's degrees tee general assembly, synod,
Plans in the irameclisie
will take care of the situation angi 93 graduate students have preabytery, and ecurnenicsal levJune 10 — 9 a.m., Penny; 10 or of history. A 1941 graduate Lows tonight in the i50s.
tore are for larger water NOM
We appreciate that. No excuses filed for master's degrees this els, he has been active in comam., Stella; 11 a.m., Kirksey of Murray State College, Dean
to be rim to sevemi wren •
I
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
or beating around the bush, spring, the first daytime spring munity and civic affairs.
School; 2 p.m., Dexter; 3 p.m. Jones holds the M.A. degree
The state Department of Agri- Almo School; 4 p.m- Cooks Gro- from
Claremont
Graduate Extended weather outlook for the town.
oommencement program at the
just that it will be fixed.
culture's
campaign
against cery; 3 P.m., Don Johnson's Gro- School. Before going to Califor- Kentucky Sunday through Tuesuniversity in 25 yews.
short-weighted items in Ken- cery; 7 p.m., Health Center.
nia, the reales of Murray was day:
An added highlight of the
The city of Hazel aim plans
Going home late the other night
tucky stores is apparently hav- June 11 — 9 am., Hazel for 25 years pastor of Kentucky
and a Rabbit ran across the graduation exercise will be the
Fair Sunday with chance for to purchase a new police ear in
ing the desired effect.
conterrineg of honoree docdriveway as we turned in.
School; 10 am., Clayton's Store; Baptist churches and teacher in showers Monday and Tuesday. the future, according to town
Agriculture Commissioner I 11 am., New Providence; 1 the public schools of Kentucky. Continued mild. Highs generally officials.
tor of laws degrees on Pogue
Robert Miller said Thursday
Good luck to Max Beale who and Dr. C. S. Lowry, who reConcord School; 2 His mother, Mrs. Pearl Stamps in the upper 70s and low 80s.
Gillard Cathey of Hardin that of the items checked last p.m., New
tired in 1968 as &Airman of the
pm., Lovins Grecery; 3 p.m.. Jones, lives in nearby San Bee Lows in the 50s and low 60s.
An ultra modern filter plant
social sciences departmeot al. Route One passed away Thurs- month, his inspectors condem- I Lee's Grocery; 4 p.m. Donee nardino, Calif.
(Continued on Page Ten)
for the city of Hazel's water syday
at
three
p.m.
at
his
ned
25.7
residper
cent
for
tar 43 years on the Murray State
violation I son's Grocery; -5 p.m., Faxon
KENTUCKY- LAKE STAGES stem was recently added at a
ence. He was 59 years of age. of accurate weight regulations.
faculty.
Kentucky Lake elevations as cost of $80,000, the city officp.m., Health Center.
School;
7
The deceased was a carpen- The figure was down from 40
Both mid-yew and spr I is g
measured by Tennessee Valley ials said.
am., Midway; 10
—
9
June
12
graduates are awarded degrees ter by trade and was a member per cent in March when the
Authority at 7 a.m. this mornCrossland; 11 a.m., Morduring the program Final ex- of the Union Ridge Baptist campaign was announced and ton's Starejal p.m., Wiswell; 2
ing with predictions to midnight
from 32.25 per cent in ADA.
amiesatem for all spring semes- Church.
tonight.
p.m. Lynn Groee; 3 p.m., CritFuneral services will be held
Miller said that during lay
ter students end Thursday.
Scott Fitzhugh 359.0, fall 0.2
tenden's Store; 4 p.m., Brown's
A 1.931 cum laude graduate of Sunday at two p.m, at the Union Inspectors checked 25,827 items
The Grace Baptist Church Eggners Ferry 358.9, fall 02.
Grove; 5 p.m., Coldwater; 7
Murray State with a major in Ridge Church with Rev. Albert at 136 stores and supermarkets.
will held its annual Vacation Kentucky HW 359.0, fall 0.2.
Logan Bland, retired em- history, Pogue is intesnational- Johnson officiating. Burial will Of these, 6,649 or 25.7 per cent pm., Health Center.
Bible School starting Monday. Kentucky TW 302.0, rise 1.5.
ployee of the Western Dark ly -known as a military biogra- be in the Union Ridge Cemetery were condemned for shortJune 8, and continuing through Sunset today, 8:02, sunrise
Fired Tobacco Growers Assoc- pher and historian. He has been with the arrangements by the weight and removed from sale
Friday, June 12.
Saturday, 5:37.
iation, succumbed Thursday at involved since 1944 in collect. Linn Funeral Home of Benton for repackaging and re-weighNEW YORK (UPI).— The
1:45 p.m. at the Murray-Calla ing and publishing material on where friends may call.
ing.
of
the
school
will
be
Hours
took what
stock
market
way County Hospital.
Mr. Cathey is survived by his
Miller said that since the first
from 8:30 to 11:30 a. in. The
analysts termed a "breather"
He was 64 years of age and
wife, Mrs. Kathryn Cathay of of this year, 15 court actions
school is for nursery through
Thursday as traders took
TEEN TOWN
had worked for the association
Hardin Route One; two daugh- have been initiated against
intermediates.
profits amidst a flurry of
for 20 years. He was a member
ter., Mrs. Angelene Gardner of firms on short-weight violations
activity in New York and
J. Donald Brock, Alcohol and
of the First Baptist Church. He
Murray Route Five and Mrs. Of this number, nine have been
Dale Guthrie is director of
Teen Town will not be held Washington that involved Wall
was born July 19, 1905 and his
The annual Vacation Bible Eveline Sieg of Benton; one tried resulting in fines totalirg Drug Consultant for the Reg- the school and said if transporMethodist
Str eet.
pamnta war. Use lat• Jell& Lo- School will be held at the Pal- son, William Earl Cathay of $2,050. Five cases are still patt- ional Mental Health Center, will tation is needed to call him at at the First United
Church on Saturday evening.
A surge of selling in the final
gan Bland and Mary Phillips estine United Methodist Church Melvindale, Mich.; three sisters, ing with one having been ite be the pulpit guest Sunday his home.
hour resulted in a 7.33-point
morning in First Christian
Bland.
starting Monday, June 8, and Mrs. Joe Brooks Finch, Miss missed.
loss of the closely watched Dow
Survivors are his wife, Mrs continuing through Friday, June Katie Cathey, and Miss Eva Ca
"While we are still concerned Church, with the service beTWO CITED
Jones industrial average. The
Laura Ann Bland, 500 North 12.
they, all of Benton ,Route Five; with the high condemnation ginning at 10:45.
A native of Mayfield, he earnindex finished the day at 706.53
All children from nursery four brothers, Reggie of Ben- rate on the items inspected,"
5th Street, Murray; one daughTRAP SHOOT
after being more than three
ter, Mrs. George (Martha) Dose through age twelve are invited ton Route Two, Edward of Ben- Miller said, "We are pleased ed the B.D. degree at Hillery
Two persons were cited for points ahead at the midway
dy, 324 Whitnell Avenue, Mur- to attend the school to be held ton Route Eight, Samuel and with the 15 per cent drop in University in Atlanta, and the
Murray
Police
the
speeding by
point. .
ray; two sons, Graves Bland from nine to eleven.. in.
Rob Earl of Benton Route Five; the rate since March. A major- B.S. degree in Architecture and
The Calloway County Conser- Department last night.
The school director is Mrs. ten grandchildren; one great ity of the store managers in- Building Construction from
1405 Johnson Boulevard, and
In Washington, Securities and
vation
Club will hold a trap
Joe Pat Bland, 1710 Keeneland, Durwood Lovett
Exchange Commission
volved are cooperating with us Georgia Tech.
grandchild.
In 1959-82 he served as a shoot Sunday, June 7, at the
Murray; three sisters, Mrs. Mars
Hamer Budge told Collin removing the factors leading
FREE PUPPY
old Ernest Bailey Farm. The
Davis- of aluaray, Mrs. Porter
or es s investors "urgently"
to the inaccurate weighing and short term mission for the Me- club will release birds to memthodist
Church in Liberia, West
Dockery and Mrs. J. D. Overbey
needed protection against losses
labeling"
ben and all members are rueof Oklahoma City, Okla.; one
Free male puppy is available from brokerage house failures.
He said that with the continu- Africa. After building and de- ed to attend. The public is also
aunt, Mrs. Sarah Carroll of Mured cooperation, "I feel that most signing churches and schools Invited to attend the shoot. for a good home. For informat He painted a bleak picture of
ray; five grandchildren, James,
Ion call 753-4600.
of the short-weight problems we In Liberia, he taught there.
the industry's current ability to
On completion of Seminary
Chris,and Scotty Bland, Gregg
have in the retail packaged
make good on customer losses
he was associate pastor of UnDowdy, and Mrs. Patricia Beltrade can be solved."
from broker bankruptcies.
Methodist
Church
ion
Avenue
ander provisions of the National
but.
By GENE BERNARDT
At the same time, the
In Memphis, and then served a
Labor R etatio n
Funeral services will be held
Board
governors of thefiew York and
year as Chaplain Intern in AtSaturday at three p.m. at the
WASHINGTON (UPI) -Th. (N L R 13). The Commission
American stock exchanges aplanta.
chapel of the J. H. Churchill House is heading for another would be required to earry on
proved in principle a program
Married to the former CeceFuneral Home with Rev. Jets showdown on "right to work" collective bargaining with the
designed to consolidate many of
lia McDaniel, they Mee two
rell White officiating.
Issue, which is forcing XS way un!W.
their
key computer and service
children and reside at 810 Gu- By ROBERT F. BUCKHORN Barkley, a former bakery truck facilities. The consolidation is
Burial will be in the Murray Into the costal reform fight.
Critics of
tithe bill say
thrie Drive.
NLRB provisions would open
driver, who politely had told the designed to provide improved
Cemetery with the arrangeThe reform measure, on the
The public is invited to the
crew that once he ail the operational and data processing
ments by the J. H. Churchill
WASHINGTON (UPI) — With
door
to union shop
10:45 service.
Funeral Home where friends which the House may take agreements under which postal
a pistol ire, one hand and a ransom he was going to resources for investors, memaction next week, would turn employes covered by a contract
"destroy the money and all the ber
may call.
the other,
straight
listed compaThree traffic collisions were
the
post
office into
an would be required to Pin a
people on boare."
with
a
man
$471
grudge
Arizona
nies, the exchanges and related
investigated by the Murray Poindependent government agency union
all the passengers industries.
as a condition of lice Department on Thursday.
against lee government be But
run- by an 11-member commis- employment. The union shop
Jacked a Miller Thursday and
(Continued on Pass Ten)
Trading
on
Wall Street
No injuries were reported.
sion.
provision, however, is outlawed
held 58 persons hostage for $100
Thursday was moderate with
The first occurred at 3:10
The bill also would allow the
million ransom.
declines outdistancing the gains
p.m. on North 12th Street be(Continued on Page Ten)
unions, for the first time in
The Licensed Practical Nurses
to 468, Standard & Poor's
tween a 1987 Ford two door dri
914
Eight
boars
later,
the
ordeal
federal employee union history,
re
District 17 will hold their
ven by Martin 0. Mattingly of
analyst Saul Smerling said the
to organize postal workers
monthly meeting on Mon ended With a gunfight in the
gular
401 North 12th Street, Murray,
Glenda Dale Gallimore, daughmarket "was entitled to some
day, June 8, at 7:30 p.m. in the cockpit that left the pilot with a
and a 1960 Ford two ton owned
ter of Mr and Mrs. J. T. Dale
rest after recent big gains."
room of the Mur bullet in his stomach and the
conference
by National Linen Sales, Owensof Hazel, has been selected as a
The DJ, which reached a sevenray-Calloway County Hospital hijacker in FBI handcuffs.
Two aecoupage workshops to
boro, and driven by Joe Kemp
member of the "emit of "An
The hijacker was Auther G. explore a technique of the pop- and-a-half year low of 631.16
Evening with Paul Crabtree" be
Johnson of Mayfield.
May 26, has regained more
is Mayberry RN., will
ular art form are scheduled for
A Vacation Bible School will Police said both vehicles were speak on "Mental Health". All
ing presented by the CumberMental Retardation than 82 points since.
Kevil
the
be
held
at the West Fork Bap- going north on North 12th members are urged to attend.
land County Playhouse of CrossCenter in Mayfield June 20.
tist Church starting Monday,
ville, Tennessee May 29-June
Death claimed the hie of
Sponsored by the Community
Ten)
Page
(Continued
on
14. Other singers are Julie Hud- Hughie Ross of Benton Route June 8, and continuing through
ANNIVERSARY
Club, the three-hour
Women's
dleston, Raymond Bilbrey and One on Thursday at 3:30 p. na. Friday, June le.
sessions from 9 am. to noon and
The school will be held from
Angela Sparks.
at the Murray-Calloway County
from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m. will be
The golden wedding annivernine to 11:45 am, and will feaMrs. Gallimore and her hus- Hospital.
conducted by Mrs. Kathy Ward,
sary celebration Of Mr. and
ture Bible study, mission study,
band, Michael, are both students
Dr. Durwoed Beatty of Mae
Ross, 58 years of age was a
developer of the technique, and
Mrs. N. A. Young of Hamlin
revival
will
be
held
at
the
A
worship,
and
creative
activities
at the Tennessee Institute of carpenter. He was a member of
Spoerner, assistant pro- ray State University presented
be held at their cottage on Kirksey
will
Tomas
United
Methodist
All
boys and girls, ages three
Technology.
the New Zion Missionary BapBlood River on Saturday, June Church starting Sunday, June 7, halo(' of art at Murray State the program at the regular
Glenda is a 1987 graduate of tist Chun" and of Hardin-Berk- through sixteen, are invited to
meeting of the Murray Kiwanis
from two to four p.m.
6,
and continuing through Satur- University.
attend. Rev. Heyward Roberts
Calloway County High School ley Masonic Ledge.
Each workshop will be limit- Club which was held last night
day, June 13.
Is
the
pastor
of
the
and attended Murray State Unichurch.
Sergeant Charles Thomas WilSurvivors are his wife, Mrs.
Rev. Gene A. Weddle from ed to 35 persons, according to at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
versity before her marriage. At Velma Roes of Bantam Route
liams, United States Marine
the First United Methodist Spoerner, with a fee of $6 per William Boyd.
Tenn. Tole, she is continuing One; one daughter, Mrs. Wanda
Corps, returned to Murray yesDr. Beatty spoke on new crops
Church, Clay, will be the evan- person charged to enroll. He
her studies, with a major in Murphy of Benton Route One;
---terday after serving a twelve
said anyone interested is Walt- being developed by the New
gelist.
He
attended
Asbury
Colmusic.
two ons, Jen and Harold Ross
month tour of duty in Viet Nam
lege and the Southern Baptist ed to participate, including chil- Crops Research Branch of the,
Tickets may be ordered by of Benton Route two; one sisand Okinawa.
Seminary, Louisville. lie has dren 10 or older who will be United States Department of
writing Box 484, Crossville, Ten- ter, Mrs. Vera Herrington of
He arrived in California from
Agriculture which will further
been
in the active ministry for accompanied by an adult.
nessee 38555. Matinee perform- Paducah; one brother, Louis
Okinawa at 7:00 o'clock ThursMrs. Ward, who has develop diversify agriculture and will
seventeen years.
ances are on Saturday at two Ross of Paducah Route Your;
day night and in Memphis at
Services w1H be held each ed her technique over the past provide new raw materials for
p.m. CDT and Sunday 2:30 p.m. four grandchildren.
8:00 o'clock Friday morning.
evening at 7:30. Prayer groups five years, has sold her work industry. "Cramba, an annual of
All seats $200.Evening perThe funeral will be held at
He was met in Memphis by his
will be meeting prior to the locally and to some of the nat- the mustard famil.', is one plant
formances every Friday and Sat- the New Zion Missionary Bapwife the former Debbie Simservices
each evening in the ion's largest department stores. which shows promise as a new
urday, at 8:00 p.m., seats $2.23. tist Church on Saturday at two
mons.
All materials will be furnish- industrial oilseed crop," Beatty
educational
unit of the church
Special rates for groups may p. m. with Rev. C. C. Brasher
While Sergeant Williams was
Lubie Parrish will conduct the ed for the workshop except said Kenai, a crop in the malbe obtained by writing.
and Rev. Harold Lasaiter officoverseas, his wife 'remained
men's prayer sessions; Mrs. Fe- paint brushes and something to low family, related to okra, isiating.
here in Murray with their
lix Perrin will lead the wo- protect the participant's clothes. being investigated as an annua.
Masonic
rites
will
be
said
at
daughter Cathy. The couple will
UNDERGOES SURGERY
During the workshop each parti- pulp crop. Both of these ',Mate
men's; and Lisa Perrin will
eight p. in. Friday at the chapel
visit with their families and fricipant will complete a plaque are being grown at the Univerthe
youth
prayer
cells.
of the Linn Funeral Home, Benends here for a short lean,
These groups will meet at 7:15 comparable to work often sold sity.
J. 0. Parker of Parker's Food
then be stationed at Los Albite
President Tom Turner presidcommercially for as much as
p.m.
Market underwent melees' at
Interment will be in the Mt.
Los, California for the remainded at the meeting. There were
Rev. John A. Jones, minister. $15 to $20.
the Western Baptist Hospital on Carmel Cemetery with the arer of Sgt. Williams' enlis
Applications may be obtained four visitors from the Mayfield
said there will be a sermon hi
Thursday. He is reported to be rangements by the Linn FuWilliams is the son of Mr
song each evening during the at the Chamber of Commerce of Club: Ben Holburn, Dick Beaudoing fine. according to reports neral Home where frflends may
and Mrs. James C. Williams,
revival. The public is invited to flee, 328 South 8th Street, May champ, Ralph Thomas and Ben
from the family.
call.
Sergeant Thomas Williams 1303 Doran Road.
Res. Gene A. Visoddls
?hillips.
field, Kentucky.
attend.
Baccalaureate and commencement exerciets tonight and
tomorrow for the 475e spring
graduating class in Murray State
Scheel warning lights still flash- University history will climax
another resielamic year.
ing. School's out.

WEATHER REPORT

Miler Says Short
Weighted Items Are
Becoming More Scarce

Ward Cathey
Claimed By Death

Grxe Baptist Church
Plans Bible School

Logan Bland Dies
Here On Thursday

Stock Market
Takes Breather

J. Donald Brock To Be
Speaker At First
Christian Church

Paestine Church To
Have Bile School

man

Right To Work Issue Is Forcing
its Way Into Post Office Fight

Man With $471 Grudge Hijacks
Jetliner For $100 Million

No kijured Are
Reported Here In
Three Accidents

razor in

an

organizations,

Practica Nurses To
Meet Here On Monday

Glenda Die GaMore
Selected As Member
Of Cast At Crossvie

Hughie Ross Dies
At Local Hospital

Workshops Planed At
Mayfield Health Center

West fork Church
To Have Bile School

Sgt. Thomas Williams
Returns From Overseas
Duty With Marine Corps

Rev. Gene A. Weddle
Speaker For Kirksey
Methodist Revival

ordinate

4V,

Dr. Durwood Beatty
Is Kiwanis Speaker

co-

chair-

WK
Madisonville
WKMR
Morehead
Murray-Mayfield WKMU
WKON
Owenton
Pikevi Ile
WKPI
WKSO

PUBLISH= by LEDGER ai TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY,
•
Oonaoltdanon of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Tunes, and
The Times-Herein October 20. 1933, and the west Kentuckian.
January 1, )$4.
153N. 4th Street, Murray, Sentseier
We reserve the right to retina any Advertising. Letters to the
or Pubbc Voice items wrucn. in our opium. are not for tibe beet
iniarest, of our miner&
Dad's Comments On Neighbors
Dad said, "It's good to be liked by other people. He said
wasn't much of anything that would take the place of real
there
Entered Daily at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for
good friendship. -We ought to be friends and neighbors with
transmi% Ion as Second Class Matter
everyone," he said. Dad said that we are all just rainbow specks,
on the bubble of earth, in the great big dish pan of space. He
went on to say that we are just little "beeps" in the great electronic signal of time. I listened to my dad and decided that he
wasn't on the same frequency with me. I didn't tell dad about
what I was thinking because he thinks that little bubbles should
be seen and not heard.
I am disturbed, so I'll tell you about it. Dad has this neighbor that is always telling dad how much people think of him.
Not dad, the neighbor is talking about himself! This neighbor
Is always saying, he has never mistreated anybody, talked about
anybody, nor ever been mad at anybody, and everybody loves
him. He says that he is real proud of how he has lived and
treated everybody. I've listened at him and what bothers me is,
If he has been such a fine neighbor and friend, why does he
need to tell everybody how good he is? I'm not very smart, but
I do believe that whenever you tell people how good you are,
Robert G. Underwood, son of Mr. and Mrs, E. N. Underwood, you make them wonder what you're trying to hide.
I finally got up my nerve, so I told dad what I was thinkhas been accepted by Northrop Institute of Technology, Inge:mood,
Calle:irate, fir enrollment In the Airframe and Powerplant Mech- ing. Dad just sadly shook his head and said, "I was so little I
could hide everything I had ever done in ten Mends.
anics course.
Bob Little
The forests of the Tennessee Valley use about as much of the
watershed's rainfall as flows from the mouth of the Tennessee
River itself, TVA hydrologic studies show.
Just Before The Dawn
Steve Titsworth, Pony League Indian, leads the hitters with a
rises from the ground
Mist
fancy .571 percentage.
Drafts of coolness heft
owing at the Capital Theatre is Clark Gable in "The King and
War of the worlds ends
Four Queens".
the bat is victor
Calls from a secluded dale
echoes from the mind
greater than
the observer's imagination
A sound that touches
for a moment
the stony heart
and wist it back
to a bud
William Anderson Taylor, age 62, died June 4,,M his home oc,
yet unshaped, but mighty driven
Paducah Route One.
Clouds, tear blemishes on the iris
Anna Sue Cochran, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Cochran
of the unseeing pupil
of Murray, received her diploma from the Louisville Girls Higb
The gray of dawn brings wisdom
School tor the Blind,
for him who would see
Btrths reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Stubble.
The footprints of darkness
field, Jr., on Jtme 4, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Kemp on June
may have sought
4.
a murky pool and smashed
Sgt, Billy J. Jones of Elgin Air Force Base, Fla., has been
the life
spending a 30 day Ittrlough with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. Jones
held there in promise
of Kirksey Route Two.
In full light of day
the mist of shame
fades.

I—

with
And thou shalt love the Lordthy God with all thine heart, and
all thy soul, and with all thy might. —Deuteronomy 615.
of Hims
God's love was so full that it included the giving
love Him sot
we
wonder
No
Christ.
Jesus
Lord
the
through

Two roses in my garden bloom.
One is rich with fragrant perfume,
The other is fair, but somehow less,
Than the beautiful rose, most like the best.
I watched them as they grew from small,
To giant blooms so very tall.
I cherished both with equal praise,
Though the first and seemed to secretly raise.
It wasn't long until I knew,
That the second was the better of the two.
The fairest rosg did not last long.
But the beauty of the other goes on and on.
Beth Wilson, 8th Grade, Murray High School
grade
I have received some good material from the sixth
few weeks.
at Faxon. Be looking for this in the next
Thomas 0. Perkins

WHAT'S NEW: OUTDOOR RECREATION: Three boys discover
that construction has taken over
their baseball field.
MISTEROGERS NEIGHBORHOOD:
Misterogers describes how lonely
you might feel if you alienate
people you really like.
SESAME STREET: Children.
THE SHOW: Betty Fumess, former
presidential advisor on consumer
affairs, is guest. Country Joe and
the Fish provide the music.
BOOK BEAT:"NUNGUAM" by Lawrence Durrell.
NET PLAYHOUSE: El, TEATRO
CAMPESINO: The music drama
and puppetry of "the theatre of
the farrmvorkers", a performing
company composed of striking
California farm laboreres.

MONDAY,JUNE 8
100 WHAT'S NEW: MUSIC IN COLOR.
Through the use of an electronic
instrument, music is converted
into colorful visual images.
635 MISTEROGERS NEIGHBORHOOD:
Misterogers talks about how long
it takes a baby to grow and how
long a horse to grow before he can
carry a rider.
SESAME STREET: Children.
ADVOCATES: "Should we send
more men into space after this
year?"
NET JOURNAL: HOME IN THE
JUNGLE.
10:011 DISCOVER FLYING: JUST LIKE A
BIRD: Mr. Rhodes discusses such
essentials as the airplane's instrument panel. Guest on this show
is Cleveland Plain Dealer Columnist Louis E. Gale.

h. ‘.
Ch. 38
Ch. 21
Ch. 52
Ch. 22
Ch. 29

Ashland
Bowling Green
Covington
Elizabethtown
Hazard

WKAS
WKG8
WCVN
WKIT
WKHA

Ch. 25
Ch. 53
Ch. 54
Ch. 23
Ch. 35

MISTEROGERS NEIGHBORHOOD:
Lady Elaine is sure she knows a
secret . . and she doesn't take
no for an answer.
SESAME STREET: Children.
NET JAZZ: Charles Lloyd.
BOOK BEAT: "The Divine Mistress".
LOS FRENCH CHEF: TURBAN OF
SOLE: A ring mold lined with fillets of sole, and filled with a
delicate fish mousse.
PANNED: Presented in coopers'
tion with the University of Kentucky Medical Center and the
schools of Medicine and Dentistry
of the University of Louisville.

THURSDAY,JUNE 11
1:11 wHArs NEW: MASADA TODAY:
Two Israeli youngsters visit the
ruins of ancient Masada.
MISTEROGERS NEIGHBORHOOD:
Misterogers shows how some
people can read books, but nobody
can read another person's mind.
MS SESAME STREET: Children.
WASHINGTON WEEK IN REVIEW.
tele NET PLAYHOUSE: CEREMONY Of
INNOCENCE: Richard Kiley, James
Broderic and Larry Gates star in
Ronald Ribman's play about the
bloodshed that befalls the 11th
century court of King Ethelred. .
10:00 FRENCH CHEF: TURBAN Of
SOLE: A ring mold lined with
fillets of sole, and filled with a
delicate fish mousse.
10:30 WESTERN KY, PRESENTS: A discussion of the Model Cities program in Bowling Green, Kentucky

Today is Friday, June 5, Lit
156th day of 1970 with 209 tc
follow,
T
moon is between its iiev,
phase and first quarter.
stars
art
morning
The
Mercury and Saturn.
The evening stars are
. and Jupiter.
Venti ,
On tills day in history:
In 191'7 more than nine and
one-half million American men
between the ages of 21 and 30
registered for the World War I
draft.
ill
a
D.In l9s37Ptressdient Franklin
Roosevelt signed
abolishing the gold standard.
In 1966 American astronaut
Gene Cernan left Gemini Dl for
a two-hour, 10-minute "spacewalk."
Robert
1968 Senator
In
Kennedy was shot in Los
Angeles by a 24-year-old Arab
national later identified as
Sirhan Sirhan.
--A thought for the day
President Franklin D. Roosesaid, "There is no
'veil
indispensible man."
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TUESDAY,JUNE 9
9:99 WHAT'S NEW: REINDEER: Life

of
94.1,,ii is, hi otio k•

in the mountains of Lapland, a
visit to the Lapp Fair and a reindeer race.
5.30 MISTEROGERS NEIGHBORHOOD:
Misterogers shows how writing
seems like a secret until you learn
to read.
7:01 SESAME STREET: Children.
1100 FOit SYTE SAGA: IN CHANCERY.

TODAY Thru SAT.
3C
DC
WAHB,
DC
X
RULER OF
X THE ROCKIES,
DC

HIM TOY THAT GREW UP: DANCING
MOTHERS: The "flaming flapper
the "It" Girl,
of the jazz age"
Clara Bow, vamps her way through
"Dancing
Mothfeature
the 1427
ers".
•

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 10
848 WHAT'S NEW: TUCSON BOY'S
CHOIR: A documentary on the internationally famous boys chorus
of Tucson, Arizona.

State & National
PARKS & SHRINES
IN KENTUCKY
THE TROPI...
HUMAN".., ANIMAL?
OR MISSING LINK"

Night, on her shinning black stallion,
Came galloping over the rise,
Day, in the distance, tired and weary,
Gathered warmth and bid her goodbyes.
Into the sunset. day drifted.
Leaving behind her a shadow of gold,
Which was mon swept away by a blazing
And vanishes leaving the icy cold.

WALLACE VICTORY REFUELS THOM Peaty - - Former Gov.
George C. Wallace of Alabama 11144 111.1S daughter Lee Play
with Cooney Parsons. his grandchild. while watching returns
from his runoff Democratic primary. election. in Montgomery. He defeated Gov. Albert C. Brewer. The Republicans
offered no candidate for governor. Observers believe Wallace. 50, who won 45 electoral votes in his 1968 third party
bid for the presidency. now is in Solid shape for another
run for the White House in 1972.

So, is the human race likeAhe day, .
Waiting till death comes riding by "Mgfit,
Smothering all evidence of human existence;
Leasing darkness, where once was light,
But blissful,thought of the indestructible soul,
Whose journey in life is complete.
When it makis it's flight in the golden sunset,
And bows at the Master's feet.
—Jill Howard

Auto rejects in Kenbicky
FRA\I•LFORT. Ky. (I PI) State Public Safet‘ Commissioner William 0.
.4eii.man re'
ports nearly 23 per cent of the
1.5 million motor vehicles registered in Kentucky were rejected (orrnes-hani('ai defects in
the state's r4%9 mandatory.
safety cheek. This was down
3 per cent from ate number
rejected in 068, he said.
**5
Mayor has message
for restless stades
NIANILA (I PI) Thr mayor
of the town of San Fernando in

Pampanga prfriirice ha. set up
a huge billboard in front of the
municipal louildinF with this

message to would-lie demon" dear student.
"r8trlt,:
is the v4iVi'fig pine to
demonstrate. 1%r are doing nun
job to the best (if our ability
in acrving_pislilic interest and
Pie
,,f
el,,.(are
wf
mi ciimidt'e
'ersinj
fi,4krtIir
gn atiu
:
i u'en
elsewhere.
"T
you.
or 1 Irene, san, h,./
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"pyrotechnics and screaming
headlines about how the market
Is back up (because) it has
been too easy to get stung in
this market by traps and phony
rallies." Since the rally was so
rapid, the newsletter believes,
It could have been merely a
"technical rally" or an "intermediate bottom." It insists that
NEW YORK (UPI)—The
"the trend is not yet sufficient,
dramatic upturn at the end of ly clear to forecast with
last week was a "spontaneous confidence."
combustion of technical forces"
— —
(and) Could mark a bottom of "Mass buying or selling
signifipassing
more than
rushes generated by actions or
cance," according to Standard attitudes
of the President
& Poor's Corp. However, the should be opposed by the
eempany doubts that "a runa- working stock-market profesway bull market" will develop sional," according to Gould's
In. the near future. Instead, it Postion. The present rally, it
sees the "explosive phase" believes, is not "an exception to
running out of steam followed the rule." Although the induceby "erratic movements. ..whUe ments often stimulate rallies,
a staging area is built for an.. buying sprees cannot be "ex.orderly advance."
pected to have the power and
--persistence that are needed to
the
in
was,
rally
week's
Last
construct new foundations,"
Inc.,
Staff
and
opijon of Spear
"simply the reverse side of the
emotional coin"that forced the
dumping Belgians buy
•'massive six-session
spree" preceding the record more autos
upturn. Noting that the trees
BRUSSELS (UPI)—Belgians
averting stocks near main basset 306,450 new cars in'
compalois defy analysis, the
loog 1969, an increase of 15 per
ny cautions that for the
cent over 1968. Main reason
is
ahead
road
rip "the
for the rise, says the Motor
smooth." Long-range recovery Traders Association, was fear
gradual,
and
"irregular
.iwin be
of price increases after introth
nig of the sizzling variety
duction of the Common Marii
1966-61
characterized the
ket's new las system on Jaw.
1968 comebacks."
I, 1970. Application of that
--system eventually was postcautio
Letter
Dihet
Tbe
poned until 1971.
investors to be wary' of the

NEW YORK
horses were
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running of the $
Belmont Stakes
Park but only
were in each of
Triple Crown c
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in
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eighth at Church
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series at 11/2 mil
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put $3,5 million into
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know it."
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Nine Horses Expected To Free Agent
Be Named For Belmont Race Draft Will
End Today
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FRIDAY

Yanks Stop Royals 2-1 In
12Innings;Boston Wins

NEW YORK (UPI).- Nine on Personality and Johnny Rots
horses were expected to be on High Echelon. Ray Brousnamed today for Saturday's sard rides My Dad George, the
running of the $125,000 added second choice at 2 to 1.
Belmont Stakes at Belmont Hopes ran high among the
Park but only three of them hosemen who handle the other
were in each of the two earlier starters despite the long odds
Triple Crown classics.
quoted against their colts. They
Personality, stabiemate High are counting upon the distance
Echelon and My Dad George of the race to make a
competed
in the Kentucky difference, since all of the
Derby as well as the Prvrirness starters face the gruelling route
for the first time.
Stakes.
Personality, after finishing "Of course Personality and
eighth at Churchill Downs, won My Dad George will be tought
the Prealmess. My Dad George to beat," said Harold Goodwin
was second in both races while who trains the 10-to-1 Needles N
High Echelon was third in the Pens for Thomas Fleming, a
Florida banker.
Derby and fourth at Pimlico.
Also expected to be named "I have been pointing the colt
for the Belmont, longest in the for the Belmont Stakes since
series at 1/
1
2 miles, were Stop last winter and he has been
Time and Hark The Lark, who improving steadily. If Personafinished up the track in the lity and My Dad George tail off
Preakness, and Delaware Chief, a little and my colt improves
Aggressively, Needles N Peps just a little, I have a chance,"
and Climber, each making a Goodwin said.
first start in any of the 3-yearold classics.
Personality and High Echelon, both owned by Mrs. Ethel
D. Jacobs, were even-money
favorites

its new
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over California. )(aline alse
By vrro STELLINO
singled in a run in the thirc
UPI Sports Writer
inning,
NEW YORK (UPI) -Base-- Jim Rooker of the
Mike Andrews and Billy
ball's semi-annual grab-bag, the City Royals went into the Ma
free agent draft, will be Inning shooting for a no-hitt Conigliaro hit sixth inning
concluded today but it's doubt- while Lindy McDaniel ir homers to pace Boston past
ful if any of the players chosen warming up in the New Ye Minnesota. Sonny Siebert
on the second day will ever get Yankee bullpen. But Rooker DO pitched a flee-hitter for the Red
Sox while Jim Kaat took the
to a major league park except only lost the no-hitter, he I
as paying customers.
the game, 2-1, in 12 inning loss.
Catcher Ray Fosse drove in
A total of 649 of the best The winner, with a on
six-hitter and Wes Parker
By STU CAMEN
players available were chosen relief job in three innings, was four runs with a three-run
in three runs to help Los
drove
UPI
Sports
Writer
homer In the sixth inning and a
by the 24 major league clubs McDaniel.
past Pittsburgh. ParkAngeles
blame
Tom Seaver took the
Cleveland
beat
Thursday with a 17-year-old
Horace Clarke hit Rooker' single as
er drove in a run in the first
Milwaukee. Brewer rookie Ray CHARLOTTE, N.C. (UP!)- and the loss.
catcher, Mike !vie of Decatur, first pitch in the ninth for
and
Seaver, last year's National Inning with a groundout
Ga., having the honor of being single for the first Yankee hit. Peters made his major league An old pro feeling like a
-loaded double in
bases
a
ripped
Cy
Young
Award
League
debut
comeback
and
a
young
golfer
and
the first player picked. Ivie, Bobby Murcer, after failing
was knocked out in
Pirate starter
after learning of his selection bunt twice, doubled him ho,, • the third after giving up six Playing his first full year on the wiener with a 25-7 record, the sixth to tag
seventh
6 hits
and four runs. Barry professional tour headed into suffered his fourth straight Steve Blass with his
by the San Diego Padres, said, to tie the game, 1-1,
victory was
"I've never wanted to do Manager Ralph Houk WOO Moore of the Indians faced one the second round of the $150,000 setback and fifth loss of the straight loss. The
decisions.
batter before leaving with a Kemper Open golf tourney season Thursday night when the Osteen's eighth in 12
anything except be a big league McDaniel into the game M
Doug Rader belted a grandcatcher ever since I was six 10th, McDaniel blanzed the sore neck and Phil Hennigan today tied with 6-under.par 66s. Atlanta Braves beat the New
Gibby Gilbert, a 29-year-old York Mets, 3-1, In the five slam homer for Houston in the
years old. It feels great to be Royals ano the Yanks finally Pitched 6 2-3 innings to get the
Hollywood, Fla., resident who games Seaver has lost, the first inning and Tom Griffin
No. 1. This is a dream come knocked out Rooker when they will
'
,lets have supported their ace limited Montreal to six hits as
true."
loaded the bases with one out in Walt Williams bomered in the played parttime only two years
the Astros sent the Expos down
going fWItime this with a total of two runs.
Other catchers chosen on the the 12th and Moe Drabowsky first inning and tripled and before
Pat Jarvis, who limited the to their llth straight lossfirst round were Barry Foote of came on and gave up a Scored on Lids Aparicio's season, overcame thundershow2,200th hit in the second inning ers and soggy greens and Mats to seven hits and struck Rader's blast, after a walk to
Smithfield. N.C., by Montreal; sacrifice fly to Clarke.
.by Tomiiy
Darrel Porter of Oklahoma City
Rooker, now 3-3, has won Only as Chicago beat Washington. fairways Thursday to gain a tie out five while not allowing a Jim Wynn, a double
walk, got on base in the fifth Davis and a walk to Denis
by Milwaukeek; Rex Goodson seven major league games and Jerr Crider went six innings to for the first-round lead,
Gilbert's 66 on the 7,237 yard Inning when he forced Bob Menke, came off loser Dan
of Longview, Ter., by Kansas It was a bitter disappointment gain the victory.
City; Terry Mapin of Louisville, to get so close and miss it. "I
Quail Hollow Country Club Tillman. He advanced to second McGinn (3-5). Joe Pepitooe
Ky., by Detroit; and James was outguessed," he said.
course gave him a tie for the on Gil Garrido's single, took contributed to Houston's attack
With Eddie BeliMilte
lead with Lionel third when Garrido was forced with a two-run homer during a
first-round
West of St. Louis by Baltimore. "Clarke usually takes the first
Hebert, a 42-year-old Lafayette, at second by Felix Milian and four-run eighth inning as Griffin
Pitchers, as usual, dominated pitch so I thought I'd try to get
LA. golfer who started his tour scored when Seaver's 2-2 pitch posted only his second victory
the opening selections with ahead on the count and he hit
career in 1957 with four to Hank Aaron eluded Jerry against six defeats.
seven hitters going on the first It.'
,
victories and the PGA cham- Grote.
round, including Steven DunIn other games, Boston heal
"I was really surprised when
pionship.
ning, a 21-year-old righthander Minnesota, 6 - 1, Clevelanc
Hebert's and Gilbert's 66s I saw that ball get by Grote,"
who compiled an impressive 13- downed Milwaukee,
Chicagt
The parents ofthe Murray High 2 record as a senior at Stanford beat Washington, 7-3, Oakland
gave them a one-stroke lead Jarvis said. "It was a good HARRELSON OUT
School Track Team honored the University. Dunning was select- beat Baltimore, 4-2, and Detron
ver Lou Graham, who came in pitch, it really had some hair
NEW YORK (UPI) -ShortPITTSBURGH (UPI) team members with a banquet ed by the Cleveland Indians nipped California, 4-2,
a 67 over the strength of on it."
stop Bud Harrelson of the Vew
neral Manager Marty Blake,
at Captain's Kitchen recently. who had second choice followIn the only other National York Mets received his release
In the only National League hoping to create in Pittsburgh an eagle on his last hole.
Gaylord Forrest was the mast- ing the Padres,
games scheduled, Los Angeles "those same wonderful basket- Two strokes back at 68 iviere League games, Los Angeles from the U.S. Army Thursday,
er of ceremonies for the banquet.
Other first round selections blanked Pittsburgh, 5-0, Hous- ball years" he enjoyed in St. Mike Hill, Bob LUMI, TOM shut out Pittsburgh, 5-0, and a year ahead of schedule.
NEW YORK (UPI)- How
The invocation was given by C.W. included: pitcher James Martin ton beat Montreal, 8-0, and
Houston blanked Montreal, 8-0.
Harrelson, a reservist who
Louis, has made his first move Weiskopf and Art Wall,
much would Curt Flood be Jones and the benediction by Supt. of Columbia, S.C., by Philadel- Atlanta edged New
Eight players jammed up at
In the American League, New was due for discharge next
York, 3-1,
hired
a
In
lirection.
He
that
worth if he were a free agent? Fred Schultz.
ee-under-par 69s for third York topped Kansas City, 2-1, summer, was one of 5,000
A two-run homer by Frank former Hawk player, Jack
phia;
Edward
Richard, a
Ewing M. Kauffman" the
Track Coach John Hina comm- shortstop, from Port Arthur, Fernandez in a three-run sixth
lace. They were Sam Snead, In 12 innings; Boston beat reservists in the New York
coach
the
Pipers.
McMahon,
to
owner of the Kansas City ented on the highlights of the Tex., by the White Sox; pitcher inning and a solo homer
5 - 1; Cleveland area who benefitted from, the
by Sal
McMahon, a starting guard one Littler, Arnold Palmer, Minnesota,
Royals, testified in Federal 1970 track team. Tony Childress Randy Scarbery of Fresno, Bando in
the seventh gaye on St. Louis' 1958 National ewitt Weaver, John Schroed- downed Milwaukee, 8-4; Chica- government order that any
Court Thursday that he'd pay won first place in the pole vault Calif., by Houston; pitcher Oakland
its
victory over Basketball AssOciation title er, Steve Reid, Grier Jones and go topped Washington, 7-3; reservist who served in the
Flood $100,000 to $125,000 a at the state track meet held at James Haller of Omaha, Neb.. Baltimore.
Oakland beat Baltimore 4-2, postal strike last March be
The victory moved team and an NBA coach for Bob Stone.
year, "and if he agreed to stay Lexington on May 16.
------and Detroit got by California, 4- discharged
by Los Angeles; infielder Paul Oakland to within
games of eight seasons, will be named
a
year
early.
with us a little longer I might
Other events included the Pad- Dade of Seattle by California; Minnesota and cut Baltimore's coach of the American Basket2.
Harrelson was called up briefly
give him a little more."
ucah Invitation Track Meet on pitcher James Browning of lead over New York to 5}/2 ball Association Pipers next
The Meth took a 1-0 lead off for that postal strike.
Jay Topicis, one of Flood's April 11, the Union City Invita- Gadsden, Ala., by St. Louis; games.
MEETING ANNOUNCED
Jarvis, who raised his record to
Wednesday, UPI has learned.
attorneys in
NEW YORK (UPI)- The
his suit to tion, winning second place, on pitcher
6-3, when Bud Harrelson singled
David Cheadle of Al Kaline's 2,499th major
His appointment comes as
overthrow the reserve clause, Aprll 28, the West Kentucky Con- Asheville, N.C., by the league hit - a two-run
double in little surprise, because when meeting of the National Basket- home Tommie Agee in the third
then asked Kauffman what he'd ference track meet, winning third Yankees; pitcher John Bedard the eighth- snapped a
Association's Board of Inning but Atlanta tied it in the
2-2 fie Blake was hired two weeks ago,
pay for a five-year contract.
vernors will be held in fourth on a run-scoring single SMITH TO CHIEFS
place, on May 2, meet with Call- of
Springfield, Mass., by and paced Detroit to its lair he reminisced cheerfully of his
"I'd pay more," Kauffman oway County on May 5 winning Pittsburgh .
KANSAS CITY (UP!) tlanta, June 17-18, it was by Orlando Cepeda. Rico Carty,
1/ years with the Hawks. He
said. BM when he was pressed first place, and regional tack Also infielder Charles Maxced by Commissioner the major league's leading Offensive tackle Sid Smith Of
similar
talked of building a
to be more specific he said he meet, winning second place, on well of Kingston, Ohio, by
alter Kennedy Thursday.
hitter with a .4:15 average, Southern California, the No, 1
franchise here and said hiring a
had to have more information. May 9.
The rival American Basket- accounted for Atlanta's final draft choice of the Kansas City
Washington; shortstop Gary
coach would be easy.
when told that Flood Is rt,
1
Chiefs, Thursday signed his
members of the track team Gregory of West Allis, Wis., by
From his home in San Diego, is Association will be holding run in the sixth when he
Kauffman said, "that would are Charles Blanton, David
meeting in the same location slammed his 15th homer.
1970 contract with the National
Bow- Cincinnati; infielder Jimmie
McMahon
UPI
told
he
had
bring it down a bit. I'd have to ker, Tony Childress, Phillip
on the same dates.
Lefty Claude Osteen tossed a Football League club.
Cu- Albert of Temple, Tex., by
the
discussed
epaehing
job
with
know more about his personali- nningham, Hawley Fair, Bob Fa Boston;
pitcher John D'Aacthe Pipers but refused to
ty, how he fits with the team- rrest, Steve Hale, Mike Harrell, quisto of San Diego by San
confirm he accepted it. HowevI'd
have
to have
more Allen Hudspeth, Pat Jacks,Ricky Francisco; outfielder Darnell
er t the Pipers scheduled a news
Information." Toplds pointed Jones, Roy Knight, Grant ICod- Ford of Los Angeles by
conference to announce the
out that Flood was the co- man, Dennis Lane, Porter Mc- Oakland; outfielder Gene Riser
appointment.
captain of the St. Louis Cuiston, Tyrone McCulston, Ed of Baltimore by the Cubs;
"I have no
plans for
Car dinals.
MINNEAPOLIS. ST. PAUL
Moore, Rickey Orr, James Plgg, pitcher Ronald Broaddus of
Wednesday right now," McMaWhen Judge Irving
Ben Bob Pinkston, Charlie Rains,Joe Clute, Tex., by Atlanta; short- (UPI) -The Minnesota North
Cooper sought to intervene, Resig, Larry Roberson, Nick Sw- stop Robert Gorinski of Calle Stars announced Thursday that hon sP4d, "I can't confirm
Topids explained he was trying eers, Albert Scott, DOD Seat, met, Pa., by Minnesota; and they want an older, more anything."
to prove damages. "What is a Gerald Turner, Alan Weatherly, Infielder George Ambrow of experienced hockey coach and
signed player - Co
better way to find out his worth Buz Wilham, and Tripp Williams. Long Beach, Calif., by the have
as a player to another team?"
Charlie BUMS, 34, to a two-year HOLDS MEETING
Mets.
contract as a player.
Topkis asked.
NEW YORK (UPI)- The
Burns, a forward, coached
Kauffman, who said he had
American Basketball Associathe National Hockey League
put $3,5 million into his team on
tion announced Wednesday that
club during the last two-thirds
top of an original $6 million
it would bold its annual meeting
of
the 1969-70 sewn after
investment, said weakening of
Atlanta, Ga., June 17-18.
General Manager Wren Blair
the reserve clause would be
The ABA's board of trustees,
By MILTON RICHMAN
harmful to "baseball as we
the other day when the Cubs' decided he should not hold both composed of 11 club owners,
UPI Sports Writer
the
coaching
and
managerial
know it."
there
was
no
need
owner said
will listen to the, 1969-70
NEW YORK (UPI).- Philip K. for his manager to have tried lobs.
Kauffman is one of several
business report submitted by
Wrigley,
the
Burns'
new
Chicago
contact
"conCubs'
baseball executives- including
to influence the Cubs into
league President Jack Dolph.
tains
a
owner,
provision
would
that
like to set the voting for acceptance of me
Burns is
Commissioner
Bowie Kuhn,
The
agenda also includes
both league presidents and record straight about his original basic player contract guaranteed a position in our budget
discussions for next
several owners- who have testi- relationship with Leo Durocher. offered by all owners purely on organization when his playing season and most probably, a
days are-over," Blair said.
It's fine.
fied on baseball's side in the
Wrigley's account.
He likes Leo Durocher.
"Charlie understands that report on the progress of
case and have claimed the
Pops Off at Banquet
with the National
a little young, in both age merger
he's
"I
-,understand
him
and
reserve clause is necessary.
most "Absolutety not," Phil WriBasketball Association.
and,
experience,
to
handle
an
people
(kill," Wrigley says. gley says. "I wasn't chastising
One
former owner and
player, Hank Greenberg, testi- "Durocher is Durocher and! him at all. He is free to say NHL team as a bench coach,"
fied earlier in the trial on don't try to control him."
what he likes and always has Blair said, "and this additional
Some people got the idea been as far as I'm concerned. I experience certainly will stand SPECIAL CEREMONY
Flood's side in favor of a
NEW YORK (UP1)- Former
Wrigley
might have been remember he popped off at a him in good stead."
modification.
champion Jack
Burns, contacted
at his heavyweight
rapping Durocher's knuckles banquet one day, this was last
year, and I agreed completely Alameda, Calif., home, said the Dempsey will celebrate his 75th
decision "came as no surprise." birthday at a special ceremony
with what he had said."
"You might say I was June 17th in Madison Square
Wrigley ran into Durocher
expecting
something like that Garden prior to the Mac
•-•-•-• -•
•
him,
"I
and
told
next
day
the
want to congratulate you on when all of the Minnesota Foster-Jerry Quarry bout.
Highlights of Dempse y's
what you said at the banquet," brass, including Wren Blair met
the past week at Las Vegas," fights with Luis Firpo, Jess
"Thanks," Leo said.
Willard, and the long count with
"You said 'I was mad. I was he said,
will be shown on
good
and mad,"
Wrigley "I didn't have much choice, Gene Tunney
screens. The exlarge
two
really.
They
told
me
I
would
be
that
reminded
laughed, "And
actual birthday is
me of an old expression-'You more valuable to the team as a champion's
24th.
so
mad
you're player than a coach," he said. on June
be
can
speechless'-has it ever hap.. Blair said the fact that the
Stars will lose three players
paned to you?"
Durocher thought a moment, next week in the expansion NEIBAUER OPTIONED
ATLANTA (UPI).- The Atlanthen laughed and said that had draft and a fourth in an earlier
trade made it impossible to ta Braves today optioned Gary
never happened to him.
Durocher claims he's not allow Burns to retire as a Nelbauer, 25-year-old righthanded relief pitcher, to their AAA
bothered by what is written Player.
about him in the newspapers or "We felt that Charlie is too Richmond (Va.) farm club.
Neibauer, who had appearedl
the magazines because for valuable as a player for us to
retire him," Blair explained, In only 122.3 innings so far thisr
_every ran, he says, he can sh
you two boosts. One article in a "and that's what we would season, had an 0-3 record.
national magazine earlier this have to do if he was to become
year was especially rough on bench coach."
JOINS ABA
him but Leo says he never r
NEW YORK (UPI)-Don
It.
Talks about Author
me some questions and I bold Meredith, veteran of nine
"I remember when the guy him I didn't feel like answering seasons as Dallas Cowboy
called me on the telephone," any of his questions right thin quarterback, today joined the
Durocher said, talking about and there. He said 'But I paid American Broadcasting Compathe author of the article. "H for this call' and I said 'what ny as a color commentator for
told me who he was and
do you want me to do about it, televised Monday night NFL
never had heard of him. I
football games.
did I ask you to call?'"
King
of
Jean
Billie
PAINFUL LEG cramps plagued
with my wife in Acapulco avti
Meredith's assignment will be
Nonetheless, Leo Durocher
Long Beach, Calif., during a quarterfinal match of tils•
he. called me and he said h still says anybody has a right to describe the action on video
French Open tennis tournament yesterday in Paris, Mrs.
wanted to do a magazine piece'to ask questions, even though he tape. replay during 13 regular
King won the first set against Germany's Helga Nielsen
about me. I told him to go right doesn't necessarily have to season games and one exhibibut dropped the match, 2-6. 8-6, 6-1.
ahead. He said he'd have to ask answer them,
tion game.

Gilbert And Seaver Suffers Fourth Loss
Herbert Tie In A Row,Atlanta Wins,3-1
In Kemper

MurrayHigh
Track Team
HOW MUCH WOULD Has Banquet

mcMAIION HIRED
PIPER COACH

FLOOD BE WORTH
If A FREE AGENT?

North Stars 4
Sign Contract
With C. Burns

Sports

- r

arade

SATURDAY
ONLY - JUNE 6th

)
C OFF THE REG. Price

ON REG. $4" FAMILY PAIL
ON REG. $5" PARTY PAIL

t4Peillo Aiwi 1-2

Itigil +

Open Fri. & Sat.
.10 A.M. TILL 1 A.M.

FREE DELIVERY

DAVEltill3BRPNE

Chestnut St

41, A

153-4334
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Mrs. Wayne Lamb
Is Speaker At
Women's Society

Friendship Night Is Observed By Temple
Hill Chapter No. 511 Of Eastern Star

FRIDAY — JUNE 5, 1970

BRAY. KENTUCKY

PAO

.
• .11.s.

tur-x- ME= I

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen .

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

r and Mrs. Jerry Henry,
Kathleen
Bradley, Auberns
fizidav. Is.. II
Vine Street, Murray, are
Mrs. Wayne Lamb was the 1
Perkins, Hollie Alderdice, and
The Wranglers Riding Club
rents of a baby girl,
for the general meetJohn Harvey Perkins.
will ride at the riding rink at speaker
Angela, weighing six
Mrs. Eula Hoffman, district seven pm. Special events will ing of the Women's Society of
ds nine ounces, born on
Christian Service at First Unitdeputy grand matron of Dia- be featured.
OW
II
sdsy, June 2, at 9:2.3 am.
•••
ed Methodist Church Monday
trict 22, and Raymond Wrather,
County
Murray-Calloway
the
a
district deputy grand patron of
evening.
will
Club
Citizens
The Senior
pital
District 22, were introduced and have a picnic at Reelfoot Lake. Mrs. Lamb is the wife of the
ley have one son, Andy,
escorted to the East. Mrs. Hoff- Members will leave the Com- District Superintendent of Parbe three in July. The
man was presented an honorary munity Center by chartered bus is District, United Methodist wec
certificate from the chapter and at 9 a.m. Each is to bring a Church. She has served in var- f4her Li assistant personnel
ger at the Murray DivisMr. Wrather a gift of money. sack lunch. Drinks and breed ious offices of the Memphis
of some years back, when
By PATRICIA McCORMACK
Appointed Grand officers re- will be furnished. For further Conference and Southeastern tol the Tappan Company.
,randparenta are Mr. and
cognized were Judith Jackson, Information call 0. C. Melia- Jurisdiction, has been Dean of
NEW YORK (UPI)—If you the star of a popular Broadway
The first of two recitals by
grand representative of Ken- more 759-5790.
the School of Mission held an. Ws. Eunice Henry, 218 South haven't burned your bra or in musical delighted her audience the piano students of Miss LilMr.
and
a
being
Murray,
Street,
enjoy
131h
•••
'1
son,
Lambuth
College,
tucky, to Alabama; Calvin& Jethe
nually at
some other way hopped on the with
McClure, Pa- militant Women's Liberation girl'. . .while just a few blocks lian Watters was held Tuesday,
well, grand representative of
Miss Lillian Waters will pre- Jackson, Tennessee, and num- and Mrs. Grayson
June 2, at seven-thirty o'clock
Shores.
norama
Kentucky to New Mexico, Eve- sent her second recital for her erous times a teacher in this
a away. .the star of another hit in the evening at the Murray
in
your're
bandwagon,
Great grandparents are Mr. dilemma.
lyn Jones, grand representative piano pupils at the Murray High school and in similar schools in
musical asked 'Why Can't a High School auditorium
and Mrs. Lloyd Henry, Henry
of Kentucky to Quebec; Myrtle School auditorium at 7:30 pm_ other conferences.
Like Hamlet, you're wonder- Woman be More Like a Man',"
Miss Jeanie Diuguid, bridePlaying in this recital were
•••
Street, Murray, Rev. and Mrs. ing whether "to be or not,to Mrs. POSiOn said.
Boswell, grand committee memelect of David McKee, was honMike Pitman, Patricia Tucker,
Route
Murray
of
atraining
kniimprehensive
Wilson
ci
)
U.
a
perspective
Star
433
gave
Eastern
of
ber
No.
She
Chapter
into
To put things
Murray Star
be"— ultra-feminine or ultraored with a coffee at the lovely
Mary Margaret Smock, Penny
wards for religious leadership. Order of the Eastern Star will and interpretative report of the Two, and Mr. and Mrs. Dane feminist, dependent or indepen- she reminded that the Women's
home of Mrs. James Lassiter,
Wheatley, Debbie Geurin, Lori
held
Five.
Route
Murray
patrons
and
recently
matrons
of
Assembly
Worthy
MeClure
observe Friendship Night at the General
dent, mother or mod, pill- Liberation drum-heaters involve Hudson, Marianne Wheatley,
Wells Boulevard, on WednesTexas, in which she Mrs. H. W. Rose of Kirksey is
popper or pregnant, swinger or just some 10,000 of so females. Lore Landolt, Daralina Darnell,
day, June 3, at ten o'clock in recognized were Hazle Cashon, Masonic Hall at 7:311 p.m. A in Houston,
nirrod partir.ipated as a discussion lea- a great treat grandmother.
"I believe it would be less Gwen Purdom, Regina Cook,
square, working woman or
the morning.
Mayfield Star 443; Rita Tackett, potluck supper will he
•
•
•
Refreshments of tiny biscuits Milburn Star 488; Fred Cashon, following the entertainmsot. All der. Eight thousand Methodist
wife, pur or promis- than accurate, at this point in Steve Hussung, Shawn Baker,
wifely
and Mrs. Eddie York of cuous.
urged to attend women from 100 conferences of
the liberation movement, to and Karen Husaung.
with ham, cheese straws, pound Mayfield Star 443; George members are••
•
the United States were in at- Benton Route Three announce
cake, coffee, and tea were serv- Barnes, Clinton Star 539; Samon such see-saws characterize the radical as well
Also performing were Becky
Women
Saturday, Juno 6
tendance.
the birth of a baby boy, Joe belong to the vest silent female as the not-so-radical views of West, Kim Alley, Sarah Ross
ed from the beautifully ap- uel Jackson, Fulton City Star
Assembpounds
Mrs. Lamb said the
David, weighing seven
Teen Town will not be held at
r
wobe
as
n:
:
fs
vi.
tifi
pointed table covered with a 41.
09 acm
l(le,002
nom
sfo m e
Ersa H. o
Don Norsworthy, Beth Richardlegislative body, but two ounces, born on Tuesday, majority, says Mrs.
n son, Nancy Myers, Mark Vinson.
itiy
thref
offonthee fm aojo
blue cloth and featuring an ara vemm
en tati
r esenan
Visitors from out of state re- the First United Methcdist ly is not a
wom
rep
New
the
of
president
Poston,
years
four
the
every
at
p.m.
held
2:27
been
at
2,
has
Church.
June
dais
tinted
rangement of pastel
cognized were Worthy Matron
Selwyn SchulttoCbuck Hussung,
York state Civil Service Com•••
to present a world-wide survey Murray-Calloway County- Hospijet. Mrs. John Quertermous Sylvesta Jackson, Iron Mountain
Gail Russell, PAM Lassiter, Tom.
mission,
Women's
the
of
held
work
be
will
the
sale
of
taL
helped serve.
chapter 412, Dover, Tenn.; Ka- A rummage
who seem satisfied to stay at my Parrish, Kathy Coleman,
Dilemma
Outlines
Board
Methodist
daughters,
the
Hall
of
Legion
Division
They have two
tie Pierce, North Vernon, Ind, at the American
home to take care of husband.: Don Lampkins, and Molly Stubsponsored of Missions, with opportunities Kimberly, age seven, and Kelly, Mrs. Poston outlined the
Guests from Nashville, Tenn., chapter 183; Nell Anderson and starting at 8:00
and raise families,"
lib
women's
a
at
dilemma
blefield.
were Mrs. A. U. Nanley, grand- Rufus Anderson, Hazel Park, by the Reorganized Church of for evaluation and discussion, in age six. The father is employed
said.
•••
the
mother of the groom-to-be, and Mich., chapter No. MM.
Jesus Christ of Latter Day the light of contemporary hu at the Modine Manufacturing conference sponsored by
Liberation
Men
Need
Chrisof
Conference
National
Mrs. Marshall Dennison, aunt of The guest officers assembled Saints.
man needs and problems.
Company, Paducah.
She also put in a word on
Jews and the
tians and
• ••
the groom-elect
Mr. and Mrs. John Hall York
in the west and were presented
behalf of men, Saying that
of
Office
the
of
Unit
The speaker was introduced
Women's
PERSONALS
For the special event the hon- gifts.
Yr
of Benton Routs One and
today's typical family man
The Charity Ball for the sul0- by Mrs_ W. B. Graves, who at and Mrs. Joel Sullivan of Ben- Governor of New York.
oree chose to wear a tailored
The program was entitled
little
brown knit with brown and "Top Stars". The worthy mat- port of the Murray Mental tended the Assembly from Mur- ton are the grandparents. Mrs. "The horns of this present probably could stand a
Jerry L. Smith of Murray has
white scarf. Her hostess' gift rons and worthy patrons or their Health Center will be held a ray, along with 48 other women Lucy Short of KirklieY is a day female dilemma remind liberation himself.
from the Westbeen Baptist
dismissed
Hospital,
ern
fierce
of
lifetime
Conference
a
has
"What
Memphis
County
Counfry
Calloway
the
from
corsage was of yellow centered representatives were asked to the
Paducab.
grandmother.
great
for
by
gained
preceded
one
struggle
to
p.m.
was
competitive
The meeting
Club from nine
white daisies.
enter a contest. After several
a.m•
••
Fellowopportuni4
theme men except the
* potluck supper in the
Her mother, Mrs. James Diu- questions and dances, the top,
ty to mount increasingly faster
A cleanup day will be held at ship Hall.
guid wore an ensemble of s oar award was given to Alford
treadmills in the never-ending
Mrs. William Britton, presiwhite skirt and vest with a Chapter 446, Dorthy Brown and the Kirluey Baseball field at
The
Khirsey School at thus pm. dent of the Murray Society, aneffort to insure social
voile blouse. Her paternal Edgar Brown.
Re
Prayer
Use
annual
seven
of
husband
follow
one
1
Her
was
th
will
the
meeting
for
Filbeck.
board
nounced
survival
Ed
A
Mrs.
economic
grandmother,
By PATRICIA MC CORMACK
The visiting guests were in-I
treat at Larnbuth College June
was attired in a navy knit dress. vited to the dining room for re- work period.
h asked.vesai their loved ones?,"
NEW
YORK (UPI)— This children.
•
•
•
School
annual
Before marriage, she had she
9-10, and the
Their hostess' gift corsages freshments. The chapter hall
nation has 1.4 million women
boot-strapped herself to the
of Mission August 3-7.
htstislay. Jeme I
were in pastel colors.
that women live
Noting
and dining room were decoratmarried to men in the service.
•• •
The Suburban Homemaker.
position of science teacher in longer than men, she reminded
The mother of the grogna- ed with red roses, the worthy
More
than
of
1,400
them
were
Chicago schools. Her husband that statistics on male-female
Club will meet at the how of
elect, was dressed in a green matron's flower for the year.
nominated for "Military wife of
Adams, 803 Sunny
with eyelet embroidery dress
started as an enlisted man. longevity indicate that freedom
YUKI SENDS REGARDS
Judy Willoughby, Fay Ward, Mrs. Leon
the
year" title.
and her corsage Was of pink and Lucy Alderdice served on Lane, at 7:30 pm.
Recalling
her youth, -Mrs. to compete in a man's world
Gussie Sanford, who won, is
•• •
tinted daisies. Mrs. Nunley the decorating committee.
Sanford said:
might possibly not be everythe
first
so.
do
black
to
woman
The Mattie Bell Hays Circle
chose to wear an aqua knit
•••
"I grew up in a black thing it promises.
WASHINGTON
—
(UPI)
Forof the First United Methodist
with a hostess' gift corsage of
community and didn't know I
President
Lyndon B. She hopes that she was
Church WSCS will have a pot- mer
yellow tinted daisies.
was supposed to be unhappy
The hostess, Mrs. Lassiter,
luck supper at the social hail Johnson stopped by the White selected more on her merits until I read that's supposed to
House Wednesday and told an on the color of her skin.
presented the honoree with a
at 6:90 p.m.
be the case. I thought I was
• ••
electrician Tr aphese Bryant The hidges, selected by the happy."
place setting in her chosen pat"Yuld
his
that
of
sends
regards."
Federation
General
Nurses
The Licensed Practical
National
tern of stainless.
Mrs. Sanford has not felt
Women's Clubs, made it plain discriminated
against while
Kent Wilson was honored will meet at the conference
•• •
involved.
Bryant was dogkeeper Sr at no tokenism was
living on Army posts but it was
with a party in celebration of room of the Murray-Calloway
a
said, "has a different situation
when she
his tenth kiirthday on.Saturday, County Hospital at 7:30 p.m Yuki when Johnson was in the Mrs. Sanford, they
giv- and her family
lived in other
May 23, from two-thirty to lour- Karen Mayberry KN. will speak \ White House and he asked his trensenidous capacity for
Health.
Mental
on
whits
toss
little
the
former
bow
I.laces.
thirty o'clock in the afternoon.
•••
mongrel was getting along.
"In these communities I was
Hostesses for the party were
1
June
Tuesday,
little
"He's
getting a
heavylog," she said. "When I go
his mother, Mrs. Dolphus WilThe mother of five, ages 7 to
Homemakers
Road
Paris
Th.
like all of us," Johnson sair„.
ut into a community again
son, three of his sisters, Euple,
17, is the wife of Army LL
Murray
the
at
meet
will
Club
Miss Frances Kay Burkeen, Wanda, and Carolyn, and his City Park at ten a.m.
Albert SSanford,stationed in when her husband retires) we
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leon sister-in-law, Donna.
Frankfurt, Germany, She and shall see how things are."
•••
Refreshments of birthday cat
Club will meet at the Holiday ' her husband are straight out of Mrs. Sanford was asked how
Burkeen, has completed plans
The Lynn Grove Homemakers Inn at ten a.m...•
for bar wedding to Gene A. decoratede
a childhood in poverty during she feels about Americans
Refreshments of birthday Club will meet at the Murray
retesting this nation's involveHill, son of Mr. and Mrs. Amos
the 30s in Chicago.
Park.
City
cake decorated with basketball
ment in Vietnam.
ireldaY. Jesse 12
•• •
The western party will be
Proud of Country
The wedding will take place men and a basketball goal, ice
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
"I stand behind my buson Friday, June 12, at seven- cream, and punch were served Order of the Eastern Star will held at the Calloway County
Broken Home
Club. A barbecue sup- She was the product of a
d," she said. "He is a
thirty o'clock in the evening at by the hostesses.
at Country
Games were played before the meet at the Masonic Hall
per will be from 7:30 to 8:30 token home, an only child soldier. He is working in
the Independence United Mebe
will
initiation
An
7:30 p.m.
p.m. followed by dancing. For reared by a mother, Mrs. efense of his country, We're
thodist Church. Rev. John Brad- honoree opened his many gifts. held.
reservations call Mr. and Mrs Selma Johnson, who still works Is roud of this country. It's the
ley will perform the ceremony. Each child present received
•• •
Harold Hurt or Mr. and Mn.
# • t thing we have going for
All friends and relatives are prizes by fishing from the fish
The Alice Waters Circle of Buddy
as a teacher of beauty culture. us.
"
Valentine.
Invited to attend the wedding pond.
Methodist
United
First
the
Those present were Jeffrey
About persons who protest
the
at
meet
will
WSCS
Church
and Scottie Thompson, Sherri
anything
military, she said:
Moffett,
E.
W.
Mrs.
of
home
and Lisa Wilson, Mark Hern"I don't think they've gained
don, Tony Knight, Robin, Janet, Panorama Shores, at ten a.m Versatile Ground Beef Provides Foreign
I # ugh
maturity to know what
and Jill Rowland, Bridgette and A potluck luncheon will be
ey have going for them in the
Dining
Gins Bynum, Margie and Den- served.
Adventure at Family Table
—4.44.44 for thousands who perspire heavily
•• •
nited States."
nis Downey, Roger Eldridge
In
Mrs.
Germany,
Sanford
is
of
Circle
Tucker
Bessie
The
the
and
the honored person,
A diifeeeni formula has been found never could find Wore—even in
Nourish the traveling bug
Cook ground beef, onion live in
German-American to
the First United Methodist
keep underarms absolutely dry sprays promising extra dryness.
hostesses.
Church WSCS will meet at the that develops when the tem- and green pepper in lard or affairs and has fostered an - even for t housaride, who per•••
Mitchum Anti-Perspirant has
home of Mrs. John Livesay, New perature warms by embarking drippings until ground beef formal person-to-person diplo- spire heavily. So different that it won
the Good
guaron a tasty trip to a foreign is lightly browned. Pour off macy among
her
German rontsins far more anti-wetnesa antee seal, andHousekeeping
Concord, at 9:30 am.
is fully effective as
•••
land, Take the tour via ground drippings. Combine ground eighbors. Through clubs, the agent t hati "an possibly be put in a deodorant, too, of course.
at, aerosol spray can. By attybody.
Groups of the WMS of the beef. excellent with flavoring beef mixture and chili. To I. TA and girls scouts she does
If you perspire more than averAfter decades bf common "deFirst Baptist Church will meet of any continent. It's available make pastry, mix flour, salt
Supper
odorants," it took a chemical in- age --even heavily --get the Posias follows: I with Mrs. Calvin without prior reservation and and cornmeal. Cut in lard un- Her children, despite her vention to make this truly effec- tive protection of Mitchum Ant itive ova eviion possible - with the Perspirant. Liquid—smoothes on
Morris at 9:30 a.m., II with Mrs. at reasonable rates.
til mixture has a fine, even any activities, have first same
Wily to clot hing t he same titre satin. Or•Cream—raisfahiwg,
111 with
am.,
ten
at
Orr
Vester
mix
and
water
can
Travel
varied
her
be
one
on
as
Add
time.
ity
To skin mildness as popular "deodocrumb.
Non-dicky. Each $3.00.
The Delta Department of the
p.m. may go via meat loaves, pies, lightly with a fork. Roll out
two
at
McClain
Grace
Mrs.
ents, she bad these words: rants." Called Mitchum AntiBOTH HAVE MONEY BACK
Murray Woman's Club held a
at
Mn.
Jones
C.
E.
with
111
and
balls, casseroles or other mix- on lightly floured surface to "Talk to your children, listen Perspirant, it is the product of a GUARANTEE--If you are not
potluck supper on Tuesday,
trustworthy
57-year-old
two
labora- entirely satisfied with Mitchum
thickness. Line a 9them. Keep the'lines of
tures. Many countries can be
June 2, at six-thirty o'clock in
tory.
Anti-Perspirant, liquid or cream,
included in the timetable inch pie pan with pastry. mmunication open. Dance
By the t hnusan4s, women with,̀return package to the store
the evening at the club house.
where
them. Listen to their problem perspiration are finding you bought it.
Italy is an easy stop-over with Crimp edges. Spoon ground
Miss Rubie Simpson, program
Stores are authormixture into pastry-lined ecords. Make evenings and the protection they need, and ized to refund full cash Price
lasagna
and
Armenia
with
beef
chairman, presided in the abWednesday, June 10
er school family time.
in a hot oven
sence of the chairman, Mn.
The lathes day luncheon will cabbage rolls. But our near pie pan. Bake
D. Rayburn. Dr. Alice Koenecke be served at the Oaks Country neighbor Mexico is a logical (425° F.) 15 minutes. Sprinkle "Be there when they come
with shredded cheese and con- ome from school so there's
was welcomed as a new mem- Club at 12:15 pm. Hostesses first on the schedule.
ber.
DISCOUNT PHARMACY
are Mesdames Robert Johnson, Mexicali Meat Pie is typical tinue baking 5 minutes. 6 meone to answer when they
en the door and say 'Mom,
The blessing was said by Mrs. Carmn D'Angelo, C. W. Jones, of this region according to servings.
ybody
home'?"
Garnett Jones. The tables were Robert Buckingham, Charles Reba Stages of the National
UNCLE
decorated with arrangements of Nanny, Robert L. Burke, Fred Live Stock and Meat Board.
Beef Balls Heidelberg
spring flowers.
Schultz, Amos Tackett, Alfred This is a chill-flavored ground
A social hour was enjoyed by Taylor, Joe D. West, Micina beef pie with a cornmeal % pounds ground beef
the forty members- present
1/2 teaspoons caraway seed
Morton, Jerry Crouch, Byron crust.
Hostesses for the meeting Forbus, Guy Spann, William K.
1 tablespoon vinegar
She also recommends a visit
were Mrs. Wilbert Outland, Mrs. Page, and Kenneth Turner.
cups rye bread crumbs
to Germany on this,passport•••
Jack Kennedy, Mrs. Char:es
free trip. Meat Balls Heidel- 14 cup chopped oniola.a.
Mercer, Mrs. Ralph McCuiston,
berg capture the lively air of 1/s cup milk
Mrs. Graves Hendon, Mrs.
slightly beaten
The ladies day luncheon will this riverside town Iskth beef,
I
George Overbey, and Mrs. Pren- be served at the Calloway Conn caraway seed, vinegir,
2 teaspoons salt
1
/
bread,
tice Lassiter.
ty Country Club at 12 uses. sauerkraut and potatoes—all
2 tablespoons lard or
SATURDAY
FRIDAY RITES
LAXEWAY
EAT
drippings
Hostesses will be Mer
German favorites.
N ITES
MOTEL
Vernon Shown, Tommy Carroll,
can (16 ounces)
David Sea
Fay 8
Laurin. Doran, Franklin Fitch,
Mexicali Meat Pie
sauerkraut
Th•
Buddy
Ale
Mack
-Conditioned
Gene's
Castle Parker, Buford Hurt, 1'/2
I can (14 ounces)
pounds ground beef
RHONDELLS
8, The
Across The Street
James Limiter, Kirk Pool, Tom
sliced Potatoes. drained
IA cup chopped onion
Truck
SANDY
Trailer Rentals
Rowlett, John E. Scott, John 1/4
Chuck Raymer
Chopped parsley, if
cup 'hopped green
Come To
Stop
RIVER
Day-Week
Pasco, and Miss Barbara Wildesired
Pepper
— Variety —
BOYS
Month
liams!.
Good
Food
1 tableapoon lard or
• ••
Mix ground beef, caraway
Country Western
— Pop —
Reasonable Rates
24
Hours
crumbs,
onion,
drippings
vinegar,
•
geed,
The New Concord Homemak— Pop —
Phone
— Rock —
Down The Street
1 can (16 ounces )
milk, egg and salt. Shape mixers Club will meet at Paris
— Vocals —
Invited
Requests
642-2517
2
/
11
chili with beans
ture into 18 balls about
Landing State Park at 10:30
and Try Our
1 cup sifted flour
Inches in diameter. Brown
s.m.
CATFISH
LAKE
KY
FRESH
*
•••
1/2 teaspoon salt
slowir in lard or drippings.
STEAKS
AND
HAMS
COUNTRY
*
2 cup cornmeal
1
The Harris Grove Homemak- /
Pour off drippings. Add sauerCull For Ft( r‘ations)
4 to 6 tablespoons lard
ers Club will meet at the home
kraut and potatoes and cook
Private Dining Room
2 to 4 tablespoons
ssoprr nunktliel
7 Days a Week
if Mrs. Bun Wilkersoelpone
6 a.m. to 10 p m.
Highway 79 East
cold
e
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Phone 642,-9888
GALLIMORE —
J
•••
2 cup shredded Cheddar
1
/
over top, if
On West Edge Of Paris Landing State Pork
servings.
cheese
The Pottertown Homemakers
6
desired.
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Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star observed Friendship Night on
Thursday, May 28, with Mrs.
Lucy Alderdice, worthy matron,
and Hollie Alderdice, worthy
patron, presiding.
Mrs. Alderdice opened the
meeting by reading a poem,
"Friends". The welcome song
was sung by the Temple Hill
Chapter quartet, composed of

Women In US. Wondering As To Which Piano Students Of
Lillian Watters
Side On Women's Liberation Front
Present Recital
me

Lassiter Home Is
Scene Of Coffee
For Miss Diuguid

Mrs. Gussie Sanford Selected "Military
Wife of the Year" By The Women's Clubs

WIG
Warehouse
Is
Coming

Birthday Party Is
Given In Honor
Of Kent Wilson

Burkeen-Hill Vows
To Be Solemnized
Friday, June 12

Delta Department
Meet
Has
Tuesday Evening

I)

p.n. •••

SAFE-T

JEFF'S

egg,

DANCE

Tired of Your Own Cooking?

HAZEL CAFE

MAXINE'S SUPPER CLUB

4
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NORTE PLEASANT 01110,11

.

oVIIMIRRLAIND ParsiorrsaCHURCH

10:00

School

Sands,

•••••-

•

11:08 Am.

Morsaig Worship

DOSILLN METHODIST

6 VIDE YOU

mots Of
tiers

were Becky
Sarah Rom,
Beth Richard'
Mark Vinson,
Unsung,
Limiter, Tons
thy Coleman,
• d Molly Stub-

CH17RCH
10:41 am.
Mora*, Weald's
'HOW Ilan
Ed A Maple
7:10 p.m.
HMIs School
1110 am.
7:10 p.m.
Worship Berries
10:41 a.m.
IT. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
Illvenbg Service
401 N. 12th Street
7:00 p.m.

OAR GROVE CUMBERLAND

11:00 a.m.
700 p.m

111 N. Fifth

1

Worship Hoer
Evening Service

10:30 Arn.
7:00 p.m.

sobool

10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.

Sunday

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
10:40 am.
Morning Worship
7:30 p.m
Evening Winship

/LPL
11 T.

WT. PLEASANT CUMBERLAND
PREsBYTBRIAN CHCID
11:00 am.
Morning Worship
Sunday Night Fervicst .. 7:00 p.m
WATMAN CHAPEL
A.M.Z. CHURCH
200 Hest Mulberry Street
Worship Service
tiltACR BAPTIST

ihorship Service
Sunday night

carman

7:30 P.M

OF CHRIST
106 North 15th Street
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

T

time for the rewarding of those who
deserve it. They have finished a job. It is also their Commencement...
young graduates must survey their individual and personal futures. It is
beginning time for each. Unless they have learned well to do their duty instead
of demanding their nghts... unless they are qualified to take prosperity
without pride, and adversity without anguish — they are unprepared for
the future God has for them. This is a gladsome time, but it is also a most
frightful. serious occasion. Eternal vigilance is the demand merle by the wiesidwn
those reaching this commencement hour. Today the pattern is toweled, the
die is cast. May every graduate from something •! something in America,remember
the words of St. Paul, who said: "Finally, brethren whatsoever things are true,
whatsoever things are honest, whatsoever things are lovely, whatsoever
think on
things are pure, whatsoever things are of good report, if there be any praise,
thksee things. Those things which ye have both learned. and received, and
heard, and seen in me. do; and the God of peace shall be with you," through Your Future.
his- -it a day of -congratulations...a

. 10:30 a.m.
00 p.m.

BIAS
FIRST PER
CHURCH
Charles H. Moffett Paster
9:30 am.
Church School
11:00 a.m.
Service of Worship

. 12:41 a.m.

..

•

11:00 a.m.

•

7:00

BLOOD RIVER BAPTIST
111shwiy 444. New Concord, Ky.

JEHOVAH'S WITNRSsItS
Mg Mush sowerth stmai

Morning Worship ... 11:00 a. m. Watchtower Mbey .... 10:10 am.
. :30 p. m. Bible Lecture Sunday .. 0:30 am.
Evening Worship

COME TO WORSHIP
AND REJOICE...

rai

24 Hr. Ambulance Service - Oxygen Equipped
Phone 753-4612
311 No. 4th Street

fore -even in
xtra dryness
erspirant has
keeping guarI ly effective as
f course.
ore than aver-get the posiitchum Antismoothes on
m
00.
ONEY BACK
I you are not

Sycamore at 12th
•

After Church Try Our Sunday Buffett
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Phone 753-5986
U.S. Hwy. 641 South
U.

r

Call In Orders 753-7101 Ir

r
Conditioning
Plumbing, Heating and Air
rciai and Residential _ sales a service
Sewer
Repairs & Installation — Gas &
Phone 7534188
601 N. 4th

Rebuilt Engines & Transmissions - Radiators

r
Tom's Pizza Palace

TOM ANDREWS- YOUR HOST

• ,•

Steaks - Chops - Seafood Plates - Sandwiches

753-1675

.

Portable

Phone 7532221

.

Hwy. 641 North

4

4

Phone 753 2700

•

Storey's Food Giant'
Bel

Owner

Air Shopping Center
I

,

641 Super Shell
Free Pick-Up and Delivery
Open 6:00 a.m.

Member F.T.D.
502 N. 4th St.

-

Close 12:00 p.m.

South 12th Street — Phone 753-9131

753-3251

I

II

N

Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association
Serving Farm Families Since 1936

1415 Main Street

Phone

Industrial Road

753-2202

Phone 753-2924
I

1

•

Five Points

406

G AND H MOBILE HOMES

No. 4th St.

Phone 753-4723

Kentucky Lake Oil Company

New & Used

e=fid:

Division

. •-,--...rm..
711.41.Ci •ICIPIVICIL ANO i.,

Phone 7

-1033

west K y. Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
•

Phone 753-7992

Phone 753-1378

)

F.

Beauty Services To All . . . At School Prices
"We Build Successful Careers"

'r

Repair

11eels"
-For All 1 .,ir Fertilizer 5.
Murra%

Ezell Beauty School

Palace Drive-In

Service - Custom Wrought Iron

Ellis, Mgr . . . . E. W. Outland. Supt.
Phone 753-8220

i. 753-5012

•

Flowers for All Occasions

Bowling At it Bost — Fine Feed

Hutson Chemical Co., inc.

753 3892

A Choice Selection of Relishes - Salads
Meats - Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Service
Open Sundays

Interested In You

J. W. Young

753-7724

Fabrication and
srl Road
Main & Indutla

Holnos
-

Phone 753-8119

Colonial House Smorgasbord

Herman K. Ellis
-

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

Grain

Lifetime Muffler Installation & Service
Tailpipes Mode to Order for Cars and Boats

So. Side Manor Shopping Center

Incorporated

•

Murray Warehouse Corp. Inc.

Beal's Tune-Up & Carburetor
Service
-

Fresh Ky. Lake Catfisbb Fri. and Sal.
Plate Lunches Daily - Banquet Room Facilities

Dodson

Care

et / —

North 12th Street

Wm. E.

Guy Spann
Real gstate Agency

Hugh .kdartu -

•
Southside Restaurant

Phone 753-5209 -

W

A Friend

North 4th Stteet

•

Robert Young

Adams Ornamental Iron and
Welding

'

Lassiter Auto Sales

Sale Every Tuesday at 1 p.m. - Ph. N093( I

! 518 W MainPhone
T,
Residential - Commercial. Farm — Building Lots
and Lake Property — Buying - Selling - Leasing

No. 12th Ext. 641 - Call In Orders to 753-4419

121

.

Murray Livestock Company

Hornet

Phone 753-8448

.

Specials: Mon., Sirloin Steak - Tue.. RibeYs Sleek
Wed., Ground Sirloin- Thurs., Chicken - Fri., Fish

Highway

s
'
P00011e

Shirley Florist

Five Points

...,,

for Churches, Clubs and All Social Meetings
The Bost Pins In Kentucky

Phone

Tep Quality used

i
Murray Auto Parts

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
CHURCH
15th & Main
9:15 a.m.
Sunday School
10:3.) a.m.
Morning Worship

The Cleaner That's

Ambassador. Rebel -

Holiday Restaurant

r

10 am.
11 96.211.
7 p.m.

1105 Pogue - iBlock E. of S 12th - Phone 753-1489

Cain & Trees Motor Sales

l
Bar-B-Q Ribs
Featuring Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish &
p.m.
Open All Year — 6:06 a.m. to 9:00
Phone 474-2228
Aurora, Ky.

CHURCH
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Waning Worship

Your Uni-Royal lire Dealer

relators

r

Grecian Steak House

Claude Vaughn

CERMET CORNER BAPTIST

s

Illuidirogs

.1
'
di

O n 7 Days A Week from 5 a.m. to 9 p.m.
O
Aurora Rd. on fjp. 68
Ph. 474-2259

Phone 474-2202

Hwy. 68 at Aurora

PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Murray-Pottertown Road
11:00 am.
Morning Worship
5:30 p.m.
Evening Worship

Mobile Homes Court

Carroll Tire Service

Kentucky Lake Lodge
Restaurant

Famous Fish Dinners
On

SALEM BAPTIST CHURCH'
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 am.
Morning Worship
/AS p.m.
Evening Worship

4:00 p.m.

Mayfield

Fresh Ky. Lake Fish Dinners
Special Rate to Church Parties of 15 or Over

Suek Charlie's Restaurant

The Old Country Store
44 Mile West of Kenlake State Park
Pb. 492-2286
Aurora BA. - Rt. 1 Hardin. Ky. —

Repaired - A Complete Parts Department
Phone 753-4424
905 Maple Street

l•11.4•Al

American

See

CHRISTIAN item:vet
SERVICES
Farmer Ave. and 17th Street
11:00 am.
Sunday
11:00 am.
Sunday School

N

*

Your Johnson Motors Dealer
Sales, Pa s, Service - Complete Boating Supplies
Phone 753-3734
94 E. a Murray Bait Co.

The Hitching Post

uid or cream.
e store where
es are authorash price.

Il

621 So. 4th

.

ith Mitchum

Peewee.
el sevoie to hems.
lee•leelleel emelt.
• doey loblo mod
et rot ~el ...goose

A P130 kia-tit

s

Wayne Darnell Outboard
Marine..

Dealer
Authorised Mercury Outboard Motors
Fiberglass and Aluminum Boat Repair
Sales, and Service
W. End Eggner's Ferry- U.S. 68 (Aurora)
Phone 474-2344

Aga
ha tirenotowt• et
eeeeile I...... lel
es go eito dee goo"
el lOe teed lei us

Edwin Cain Construction Co.

Holiday hm

Mack & Mack

lbe Ora h Tea
_ lorm seerol,no.e,
in good 0,evey mow

I

Kentucky fried ekidita

SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
CHURCH
UNITED METHODIST
10:45 am.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m
•
Worship
Evening

10 Am.
Sunday School
11 am.
Morning Worship
p.m
6:30
Evening Worship ....
IlltItSET UNITED
' METHODIST CHURCH
Worship Service r
11:00 am & 7:00 p.m.
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
CHURCH
16th & Sycamore
1:00 p.m.
Sabbath School
2:00 p.m.
Worship Service
UNION ...ROVE CHURCH
OF CHRIST
10:00 am
Sunday School
10:60 a.m.
Worship Service
6:30 p.m.
Evening Service
PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Murray•Pottertown Road
11 -00 Am.
Morning Worship

Murray Wholesale
Grocery Co.

Phone 753-1219

"Ws Finger Likin' Good"
Free Delivery on Orders of DM or More
Try Our Delicious Beef & Ham Sandwich

NEW PROVIDENCE

MARTINS CHAPEL UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH
9:30 am.
Worship Service
11:00 A.31
Church tikhoOl

CHURCH OF CHRIST ,
Yes Is TIe Orel

I :30 Am.

hore
W
C
ure1 8e6
19Xliee

Shady Oaks

0
heavily

—

.

"The Friendly Funeral Nome"

Industrial Road

METHODIST CHURCH
aeada.m..
i„
(Pormorty New Hopo
Sulphur Serlags

10:50am.
0OD p.a.

Evening Worship

.
Stokes Tractor & Implement Co. Max H.Churchill Funeral Home
Massey-Ferguson Sales & Service

0000 SHEPHERD UNITED

FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
Fifth eat Maple Streets
Morning Worship
5:46 A 10:60 a.m.
HIREPET BAPTIST CHURCH
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
MEMORIAL naFTWIT CHURCH
Mats Street at 10th
1:40 a.m
Sunday School
10:60 Am.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship:
6:10 p.m.
(Sept.-Ma rch)
7:10 p.m.
(April-AUS.)
NEW MOUNT CARMEL
MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
10:00 am.
Sunday School
11:00 am.
Morning Worship
4:10 p.m.
Evening Worship
FLINT BAPTIST CHURCHAm
10:00
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Morning Worship
7:10 P.M
Evening Worship

..:NIVERSITY CHURCH

heath Ninth Street

Service

Sags Horship
S ods Herelms

CHURCH
South 11th sad Glendale Road

11:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.

Evening WorehIP • •

Morse, Worship

Fixer AnSEMBLT 02 000

NEW CONCORD
or CHRIST
HU
CHURCH
CRCH
10:00 Lib
-Bible MOPS
10-00 a.m.
Preaching
Worship &
Evening Worship
ILLM 01R0VR
BAPTIST CHURCH
10:00 Am
Sunday School
Worship 11:00 a.m. and 7:00 pan
THE CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST or LATTER-OAT
SAINTS
Meeting held in the white chapel

Heath 18th Street

OUR
MTN

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN

11:00 arn.
Training Utoon
•• 6:30 pan. Preaohing
rumbas 1urshlp ..• • 7:10
CHURCH
Route 3 - Pottertown
11:00
Morning Worship
7-00
.TrainIng Union
6:30
Evening V.°rib ip

10:00 A.M.
11:00 A.M.
Earning Worship
7:20 P.M.
Evening Worship
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH
210 Irvan Ave.
10 A.M
Sunday School
7 P.M.
Sunday Evening Worship
WEST MURRAY CHURCH
OT CHRIST

Sunday School

Morning Worship
11:00 am
--uoday Night Service . 7:00 p.m

orstdp

Worship

oithirrNirr sTIlitzT
TABERNACLE
Cherry & Chestnut

Fantasy, Kentucky

HAZEL Sk1-7114y CHURCH
B. R. Wiaehestm9. Pee7477

ig

OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS
Services held at 16th and Sycamore
10:00 am
Sunday School

LOCUST GROVE
CHURCH or THE NAZARENS

Street

Brining Worship .. 4:00 o.m.

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST

Morning Worship
11:00
Training Union
0:00
Evening Worship .. • •
:10

PRZSBYTERIAN CHUSCH

ans:
0 ium...
10
Sunday School .... 17,0
,,rv lee .... 11:00 am.

Third Sunday:
Preachifies
Sunday
tile.: S"
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!earth Sunday.
N
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.
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10
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seh
ST. JOHN'S RPHICOPAL
Wors
CHURCH
Sunday School
Main & Broach Streets
WI le Poplar
9:30 am.
Sunday School
l OF CHRIST
'
toH
oilUs o
:
10:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
Third
Each
School
Communion
Holy
nt
i
;40
01
o hip Hour .... 10
111
'
llrs
jilia4
Sunday at 10:30

Morning Worship
11:00 am.
Trimming Union
_ 8:30 p.M.
11:00 a.m. Evening Worship
• • 7:50 pm.
6:30 p.m
7:30 n.m.
WEST FORK BAPTIST

mornims Worship
Tra Ins Union
Evening Worship

POPLAR SPETN011- BAPTIST

ouse

CHURCH
UNITED METHODIST
Preaching:
0:80
Third
sunders
Fist and

BAPTIST CHURCH

MAST CHNISTIAN CHURCH

of Murray has
from the WestPaducah.

•

10:110
Nossualna BAPTIST
Worship Service
11:30 p.m.
Union
11:00 cm. Training
Worship Service
7:00 p.m.
Evening Service
EILEANEHL M1151014 ART

Morning Woranip
Evealner Warehln

NALS

10:06 am
Sunday ilebrial
ilemod and Fourth Sunday:
11:00 Am
Morning Worship
Sunday School .... 10:00 a.m.
RILL
11:00 am.
T11211101.1
Worship Service
ITNITZD METHODIST CHURCH
paigir€
0
u73
O
T hely
MP
IL
juerIF
preach
am.
Phut and Third Sundays at 11
Bar. Jerry
preaching:
1:110 a.m.
Sod sod 4th Sundays at
:i ... 10:00 a.m.
%
una d:i1:00
ddit
inai
irket
asoce
HIISSELLS CHAPEL

Vise. mama Illatterste. paator
17NITED PENTACOSTAL
Sunday Mamas: S am 11. a.m. and
CHUR411
4:50 pm.
Now Concord on Hwy. 444
COLDWATER. UNITED
Sundny School
10:00 a.m.
MR[MODEST CRUHAM
Morning Worship ...... 11:00 Am
.111m Raker, Pastas
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
First Sunday
BPS'S° CBE= BAPTIST
10:00
Church School
11:00
Morning Worship .... 11:00 a.m. Worship Service
Training Union .
7:00 pan.
Evening Worship .... 1:00 p.m.
Tteorre staova Barney

IIEWKINCI SPRINGS BAPTIST
CHURCH

LYNN 010TH
METHODIST CHURCH ,
Third remakes:
and
PDS
0:46 a.m.
Worablp Service
dAy School .... 10:45 e.M.

MURRAY CHURCH OF
TEl NAZARENE
South 11th and Plainview

0111/1/171 PLAIN CHURCH
OW CHRIST

MVSRAT

recital were
atrial& Tacker,
Smeek,- Pony
Is Geuria, Lori
Wheatley,
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Regina Cook,
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Jobbers of Shell Oil Products

Murray and Mayfield

Indoor Comfort Center
Division of Freed Cotham Co.,
ITIC.

Heating - Sheet Metal Air Conditioning
Phone 753-4832
8th at Chestnut

Cain & Taylor Gulf Service

SUsie's Cafe
'National Hotel Building

..

Lynhurst Resort
COL and Mrs. Thomas E. Brown - Owners

Used Cars — Minor Repairs
Night 753-3548

Day 753-5862

S"

Phone 436 2345

or

436 5376

.

e

TIM LEDGER II TIMES
RECEIVES 15,000 LETTERS

The first ship passed through....
tilePanama Canal on Aug.
15.
1913.
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crop plants in order to increase
their production.
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YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

753-5273
Murray, Ky.
tARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
ToU TO SEE US (JiN
0111.1SED CAR

Why pay more when Maverick saves you money
right from the start? And however you figure
it ... size, power, economy ... Maverick gives
you more in the bargain!

Maverick is no lightweight. Its wide tread and
stability makes for a sure grip on the road. Yet
there's no excess weight to cause acceleration
lag or reduce fuel economy.
Maverick is perky. Some competitiwe makes
have four cylinders. Maverick's got a 170 CID
six-cylinder that delivers 105 hp. It gets you up
to expressway speeds in less than 15 seconds
... without getting you in hock at the gas pumps.
Maverick is economical to drive. Test drivers
averaged 22.5 mpg in simulated actual driving
conditions. This means you could go up to 350
miles or more between gas-stops.

What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box MN, LAPI Angeles, Cal.
Welt For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
envelope.
Letter writing can be a breeze. For Abby's booklet,
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions," send 11 to
Abby. Box 0e710, Los Angeles, Cal. 10140.

By Abigail Van Buren

DEAR JAKE: It's Ale with me. Otherwise it will be you
barbers who'll get the trimming.
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DEAR ABBY: A few year back you could have been
elected The Sweetheart of the Barbers association when you
told mothers to take Junior Co the barber shop after school
rather than wait for SATURDAY—the only time when most
working men can get their heir cut
We need your help again. Abby. Now that men are
wearing their hair longer, customers who used to come in
every week, or twice a month, are going without haircuts for
six weeks and even two months!
That's bad enough, but when they do come in, it takes us
twice as long to give them a deceat haircut.
Would we be justified in charging double for the
long-haired guys who come in hall as often and take up twice
as much time?
JAKE THE BARBER [THE EMIS]

The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.

TUMMY IN VICTORY — Rep. John Tunney, son et the onetime heavyweight fight champion Gene, and wife Mieke
acknowledge cheers in Los Angeles over his victory for the
Democratic senatorial nomination. Said he, "I had a phone
call from my father and he asked me,'Why did you have to
make it another long count?'" That's a reference to the
elder Tunney's title bout with Jack Dempsey in the 1920s.

DEAR ABBY: I am 15, and my mother died 4 years ago.
My father is now going with a lady who is very nice, and it
looks like he might marry her.
Abby. when my mother died, her mother [my
grandmother) took it very hard. She is still not over it yet, as
I sometimes see her crying, and 1 just know if my Daddy got
married again it would cause my grandmother terrible grief.
I am really not very much in favor of my father's getting
married again either, because nobody could ever take my
Phone 753-1272
mother's place. Do you think I am being selfish to feel this
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY
*
way?
SELFISH GIRL
I We Have It — We Will Get It — Or It Can't Be Hs*
DEAR SELFISH: If you would want your father to live
the rest of his life alone, grieving for your mother, you
are
indeed selfish. And if your grandmother would be
caused
"terrible grief" should your father find happiness again,
then
she is selfish. too.
I hope there is a special reward in heaven for
women
who have the courage to marry widowers with
teen-aged
children. There is precious little reward for most
of them
here ea earth.

WALLIS DRUG

TREAT
YOUR
C
A
R
Why pay upto$259*more
T
O
A
foracompact when
S
P
R
I
N
G
Maverickgives you all this?
TUNEUP!
PARKER FORD INC.

FRIDAY — JUNE 5. 1970
cosmetic sender. And let HER go to work on her. You'd be
doing the gIrl a favor.

Should barbers charge
long-hairs' more?
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20

61

I ihnerberation
2 Mende
3-Earth goddess

Answer to yesterdays Puzzle
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4-Coral island
5-Srnoof

7tornunction
8-Cotton
raveling
9-Once more
13-peginnin4
1O-Edge_
I5-Greeting
12-Indefinite
16-firtory
article
113-1114
14-Compass point
19-New Deal
I7-Kind of
019411cY (iM-)
cheese
21 -Mother of
20-Total
Caber and
24-Bacteriologists
Pollux
wue
22-Mote of scale
25-Music: as
23-Unit of
written
currency (pi.)
27-1tryied up with
26-Short sleep
interest
29-Mine vein
28-Garne played on
31-Sinell amount
horseback
33-Pro:sod
.29--Crddled
34-Escleinetion
30-A state
35-Oceen
32-Arabian
313-Mon's nickname
commander
39-Chemical suffix
410-Note of scale
-2 3
41-Comfort
43-Charecter in
11

DEAR PLANNING: There are no "homely" girls; just
An don't know bow to make the most of what they
Either put a bug into the ear of someone who sees your
more often than you do, or the next time you see her
ask her to accompany you to a makeup expert at a

* * *

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

for her. Maybe if she wore makeup and fixed her hair
ould look nice. I want to ask her to fix herself up a little
ti my wedding, but I don't want to hurt her feelings. She
lot of pride. How do I go about this tactfully? I live
100 miles from her and don't see her that often.
PLANNING AHEAD

the dedication of the Hine
Ceater for the Perming Arts
at Wolf Trap Farm Park In
nearby Virginia.

WASHINGTON (UPI) — Interior Secretary Walter J.
Hickel says he has received
15,000 letters since he wrote
President Nixon three weeks
ago to urge the administration
to listen more attentively to
young people.
Hickel
did
not indicate
whether the majority of the
letters favored or opposed his
stand. He was questioned by
reporters when he appeared
with First Lady Pat Nixon at

gRAY, KENTUCKY

We Tend money to farmers and ranchers.
Nobody else. And the people who borrow
buy stock in PCA. That way, they tell us
what to do. They decide who is really going
to run our operation.
It's a great arrangement. We end up
being owned and operated by the people
who need — and use —our service. So we
know all about their special money needs.
Supplies, equipment, maintenance, extrw,,
help, medical bills, educational expenses.
And we know how to tailor repayment programs to their production and income.
Talk over your money needs—any season of the year
a seasoned money
pro: the man at PCA.

12
6
7
8

Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association

10
11

Keys Keel, Office Manager
305 North 4th Sweet
Phone 753-5602

12

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

DEAR ABBY: I have asked a Erie:W .0f mine
to be an
attendant in my wedding. We have been friends
since
childhood days and we always said :we would
be in each
other's weddings.
I love her dearly. This sounds awful to say,
but she is a
very homely girl. She has a bad complexi
on. She's tall and
,skiney, wearsglasses. and her hair is straight
and stringy. I
atish were min&prating, but this girl is really
a mess. I feel

Maverick is simple to park. It's less than 15 feet
long and has a turning diameter of only 35.6
-.feel So you can nip in and out of tight parking
spots and tough traffic, easier than the big guys.
Maverick is simple to maintain. You can do it
yourself. The Maverick Owner's Manual is
packed with simple diagrams and instructions.
Maverick is easy to own. So easy, in fact, with its low, low price, that you can even move up
to a jazzy Maverick Grabber and still beat that
compact price.
Maverick is America's biggest selling small car.
And that means you can expect top dollar resale
value when it comes time to trade. Maverick
iustitttre'sn't know how to stop saving for you.

MAVERICK

'Used sii a comparison of maned ecturers' ssuestsi retail prices teekieding Chevrolet factory price 'eduction of
1160 for a sis-cylinder Nova 2-door sedan.

MAVERICK S11LJL$19951

0111141,
.•,,,,,

triard's suuested retail price to. the base Maverick model While Immoral' tires
are not included they ere us tetra Sine &elm preparation ['large,
Of any), transportation charges and state ay! local taxes vary. they are not included. Per le rostra
equipmerill MO le epegially required by state laws

NOW!YOUR FORD DEALERS ECONOMY DRIVE!

1

If your car's get-up-pnd-go seems like it got-up-andwent, see us! We'll put PERFORMANCE back into your
winter-weary automobile with a precision engine tuneup!
Our trained mechanics will thoroughly check your ignition system, adjust it, and replace any worn parts with
top quality BLUE STREAK ignition parts!
We'll retune your carburetor and replace any faulty
components with genuine HYGRADE Jiffy Kit carburetor tune-up parts!
And we'll give your car a FREE end-to-end safety check
to help insure worry-free driving all spring!

MURDOCK'S GARAGE, Inc.
407 Poplar Street
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-6770

CLEM'S STANDARD SERVICE
509 So. 12th Street
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-4652

PITTMAN'S SHELL SERVICE
Route 5
Murray. Kentucky
Phone 753-9191

CRUMP'S ASHLANCI itRVICK
Route 1
Hardin. Kentucky
Phone 474-9740

ROBERT'S OIL COMPANY
4th & Chestnut
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-2752

FENTON & HODGE
205 South Fifth St.
Murray, Kentucky
Phone- 753-4689

SOUTHSIDE PHILLIPS "W'
S. 12th & Glendale Road
Murray. Kentucky
Phone 753-6968

FIVE POINTS ASHLAND
16th & College Farm Rd.
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-9118

THWEATT'S SERVICE STATIONU.S. Highway 641
Almo, Kentucky
Phone 753-2720

JOYCE'S GARAGE
Route 1
Hardin. Kentucky

TUCKER'S GARAGE
Route 1
Almo, Kentucky
Phone 753-6593
WALSTON'S TEXACO
South 12th Street
Murray. Kentucky
Phone 753 9081

YOUR

BL1*TAK

Motor Parts & Bearings
JOBBEI

111111 Chestnut Street

MOO Th
11130 He
11:00 Co
11:30 Ins
12:00 Mt
12:30 Et
1:00 Wi
1:30 M1
3:30 Ki
5:00 Fi
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600 121:

Murray, Ky. 421171
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PARKER MOTORS , INC. MURRAY, KY.
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110

Treat Your Car To A Spring Tune-Up At:

BEAKIZI:
1:P SHOP
4
No
reet
Murray. Kentucky
Phone 753-8119

KEN'S TRUCK STOP
Route 2
Hazel, Kentucky
Phone 492 8304

7:05
7:15
7:30
8:00

12:00
12:30
1:00
2:00
100
3:30
tO0
6:00
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ABC Tops Week With Two-Hour Emmy Awards Program Sunday Night
By JACK GAYER
Jean Football League championMONDAY
In Love, Charlie Brown," with
NEW YORK (UPI) — The ship game between Kansas City
The CBS "Gunsmoke" reprise the
of the "Peanuts"
aracters
comicmicharacters
strip.
week's top extra for television and Oakland.
es "Albert." Bank clerk foils
will be the annual program in
Ed Sullivan's CBS guests in- robbery but impulsively takes
NBC's "Kraft Munk Hall" ofwhich the industry hands out its clude Connie Francis, George money for himself.
c'1
ar,1
ver rarKHC‘
Colloo
Deo
'
osb O
e, DBe
Lawrohnocet
fers
°yin Emmy Awards.
Kirby, Morey Amsterdam, Sco- ABC preempts "It Takes a
ABC will carry the two-hour ey Mitchell and Roslyn Kind.
Tiller' for a repeat of "The Wa- Doonican.
show, originating in New York
ABC preetiapts the movie for ter Planet," one of "The Un"Medical Center" on CBS reand Hollywood, Sunday.
the
22nd annual Television dersea World of Jacques Cous- peats an episode in which all
On Thursday, ABC begins re- Academy's Emmy awards. Dick teau" documentary-adventure
Injured Vietnamese girl Proves
running novelist Harold Rob. Cavett is host at New York's series. How and why the Cous- to be a difficult patient.
bins' "The Survivors" dramatic Carnegie Hall, and Bill Cosby teau team does its oceano"The Johnny Cash Show" ou
series, which it aired originally handles the proceedings in Hol- graphic research.
ABC features Hank Williams_
during the first half of the seas- lywood.
Reynolds.Ronstade 0, C. Smith
Carol Catinning and Tiny Tim Jaord.,
on and then cancelled.
"A Small Step for Man" is are guests on "Rowan and
Larry
Highlights:
THURSDAY
repeated on NBC's "The Bold Martin's Laugh-ln".
SUNDAY
The ABC movie screens 1952's
Ones". Doctor risks life to help
"Animal World" on ABC has
The CBS "A.A1.1 International astronaut stricken while orbiting "Carrie," starring Jennifer "Crocodile," dealing with the
Track and Field Champions" moon.
Jones and Lawrence Olivier in threat to survival of this Africovers the Compton Invitational "Mission Impossible" for CBS an
of Theodore can water lizard.
adaptation
at Los Angeles.
deals with a tyrannical ruler Dreiser's novel.
Tennessee Ernie Ford and
"NFL Action" on CBS offers who has imprisoned the rightful
guests
'BC's movie rescreens 1954's
Julia
a second look at the 1969 Amer- king.
singer
on
Nabors Hour".
"I Walk Alone," starring gull "TheJi
The CBS movie screens 1957's
Lancaster, Kirk Douglas and
Lisbeth Scott in a drama about "Island In The Sun," starring
the return home of a man who James Mason and Joan Fontaine
t E
AMAIIEDUk
served 14 years in prison for a in a racial drama set In a BritSaJ•—TV
Channel 4
Channel 5
Channel 8
guilty partner.
ish colony in the West Indies.
FRIDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
The ABC newt "Now" pro- "The Survivors" series begins
gram offers "The Kid Next its second visit to ABC, replac6 '100 tTilewwiFlirs.hthUtatsehlrtsralGt:twinievr'ethr" Sports ;14.sestsFlyVifra rhuns"ns
Door," dealing with the drug ing "Paris 7000." It is the story
:00 The High Chaparral The Tim Conway ShowThe Brady Bunch
The Ghost I. Mrs. Mull
:30 Name ot the Game Hogan's Heroes
4
problem in suburbia.
of a wealthy American clan's
Movie:
TUESDAY
conflicts. Chapter one has bankt ig:
r
th !
:th:
"
om
Chr
C
trr:
Holiday"
ulmer
S
e
s
r
n
g
10=
Love. ATINICAll Style
The CBS "Lancer" reprise is ing tycoon Baylor Carlyle deMovie
0 :SO Nashville Music
American
Style
Lave,
Movie
Reeves
7 :)) Del
an episode in which Johnny manding that his son - in - law,
i : Wthr.; Sports
; Sports fPriitzs;
.
11:hrt.t3Sportst4Frs; mi:;;
Now,4.
10
WIteTY
Lancer falls in love with a mis- Philip Hastings, resign from the
how
:30 The
"Gambler From
I i :OS The Tonight Show Perri" Mason
sionary dedicated to her career. Carlyle Bank because of embezNatchez"
1 .30 The Tonight Show Perry Mason
NBC preempts "The Debbie
zlement. Among players in the
Movie
Misson
,
i
.
rT
v
r4
00
The Avengers
1
The (Adz Coyote Shen
n• '30 'The Avengers
Reynolds Show" and "Julia", to serl?s are Ralph Bellamy, KeShin
Coven
Dick
The
Passage.
Fe
"Santa
:00
repeat "The Man Hunters," vin McCarthy, Lana Turner,
The Dick Cavell Seim
_Mae W
:0
I
dealing George Hamilton and Louis Hayspecial
documentary
SATURDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
Agriculture Mince
with the constant study of the ward,
:00 Aoricutture USA
in Action
Sunrise Semester
6 :30 Farm Digest
FRIDAY
origins of man.
Adv. of Gulliver
Smokey the Beer
Vincent Price and Frank SiNBC's "The High Chaparral"
7 'AS HeCk'e and Jackie rule itelunny
Cattertooes..Zats
Road Runner
natra Jr. are gbests on the Red reruns "The Little Thieves," is'
Conant:nos Cots
/3 144,VP'1nk"pArtuhir Dastardly and Muttley Hot
Skelton rerun for CBS.
which two teen-aged girLs steal
Wheats
Wacky Races
:CO H. R. Pvfnetuf
es
The Hardy Bova
Scooby Dee
7 :00 Banana Solna
ABC's movie reprises 1969's the horses of Buck and btanolito,
Hawk,
Adventure Hour Archie Comedy Hour Sky
"Honeymoon With a Stranger," who then try to reform them.
Archie Comedy How Georg* ol Jungle
:30 The FlIntstones
10 :00
Gel It Together
starring Janet Leigh and Ros- The CBS Movie reser eens
The Monk ees
:00 Jamb°
American Sandstone
Penelope P itstoo
11 30 Underdog
sano Brazzi in a suspense story 1966's "The &B.C. Murders,"
PROGRAMS
SATURDAY AFTERNOON
about a bride and her disapstarring Tony Randall and Anita
Bandstand
American
First Saturday
Super/cat
pearing husband.
Ekberg in a thriller about a killHigh School Quiz
Town meet,no
12 :03
:30 Suiterfoot
Soul Of the City
NBC movie rescreens 1955's er with an alphabet fixation.
To Be Announced
:00 Baseball
I
Wells Farg0
SkipPY
:30 Baseball
▪
"You're Never Too Young," NBC
preempts "Bracken's
The Everglades
Movie:
Baseball
Scene '70
starring Jerry Lewis and Dean World" for the second section of
"Abbott IL Costello
:311 Baseball
2 :00
Wrestling;
Star
All
Go To Mars"
:00 Baseball
Martin in a tale of two vacs. its two-part documentary, "The
All Star Wrestling
Something Else
Baseball
3 :30
New Communicators." Actor
timing teachers innocently inWide World el Seals
:00 Kemper Oven Golf Belmont Stakes
Wide Wend of 200r2S
Slakes
4 30 Kenwer Open Gall Belmont
volved in robbery and murder. Peter Fonda again is host for
Sport
of
World
Wide
Show
:00 Wilburn Oros. Show Ali Aver. Col.
The magazine - format pro- this showcashag of the creative
Fill** Show
Rover Mudd News
Porter Wagoner
5 :30
FliPPOT
gram, "60 Minutes," on CBS works
of young filmmakers
:00 NOW!, Wthri Sport News: Whir.; Sports
,f
as Andy Williams Show Jackie Gleason Show Let's mos a Deal
19
probes the problem of children around the world.
Jeclele Gieelan Show The lliewtrweet Game
ee 00 Andy WIITIame Show My
Shoes
Laiwelltie Welk
Three Sons
mistreated by parents,
"Love, American Style" on
:le AdOrri-12
•
Lawrence Welk Show
Green Acres
ABC repeats "Love and the
:00 Movie:
O
WEDNESDAY
The Draft:
0 '30 "For Thaw Who Petticoat honchos
Who Serves?
NBC's "The Virginian" re- Mountain Cabin," "Love and the
Death Vallee Dori
Young"
Hugh X. Lewis snow
News; Wletr.;_
Movie
9 00:30 Think
1964's "Ryker," How a Divorce Sale" and "Love and
eats
Movie:
Meninx
#11 :00 Moyle; News
"Island Of Love"
the Comedy Team,"
gunslinger became a deputy
I SI
:30 The Untouchables Meanie
Movie
Perry Maw
1ntouchables Perry
1:
.
10
1:
„
sheriff.
Movie:
Masan
SATURDAY
CBS preempts "The Beverly
News
Movie:
,
al MI "The Showdown'
NBC
has
a major
Texase
"Man Afrekr
:20 MpyW
aniHillbillies" to repeat 1967's
Movie
1
;#11
Merle
"You're baseball -game.
special.
cartoon
mated
" i
"ABC's Wide World of Sports"
has live, satellite, cover..ee of
France's Lemans 24-hour erand
Prix, and a preview of Sc U.S.
Open golf championship Wh'
the network will cover one 19,
20, 21.
SUNDAY

ISITY Schedule

VILAC-TV Schedule

NEW DEALER HERE TO STAY!!

11:55 NBC News
12:00 The Noon Show
1:00 Days of our Lives
1:30 Doctors
2:00 Another World-Bay City.
2:30 To Tell the Truth
3:00 Another World-Somerset
3:30 Star Trek
4:30 Ralph Emery Show
5:25 Weather
5:30 Huntley. Brinkley
6:00 Dateline Today
6:30 My World & Welcome To It
7:00 Rowan & Martin's Laugh In
8:00 Movie "I Walk Alone
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight Show
12:00 The Avengers

ell
-tee

SUITEN BROS. GULF

'owe
eedw
erei
eene
liter

9th & SYCAMORE STREETS
IV 753-86 1 3

Everyone Come In and See
What We Have To Offer
With Oil Change and Filter Change ...

FREE GREASE JOB
Also on

MOTOR TUNE UPS

That Cost115.00 or More
There Will Be A Drawing June 27, 1970
and the name drawn will be refunded his money!

FREE BICYCLE
TO BE GIVEN AWAY JUNE 27th at 7 p.m.

FREE DISNEY MAGAZINE
with every fillup, now thru June 1st

TIRES - BATTERIES - ACCESSORIES
MINOR AUTO REPAIRS
Jack Slayden

(Owners)

Leonard Slayden

SLAM BROS. GULF

ha..

6:30 Wonderful World of Disney
7:05 Farm Digest
7:30 Bill Cosby Show
7:15 Retort from Washington
8:00 Bonanza
7:30 Day of Discovery
9:00 Bold Ones
8:00 Gospel Country
8:30 Movie "Sword of the Con- 10:00 News
1e:30 Tonight Show
queror"
MOO This is the Life
MONDAY
10:30 Herald of Truth
Worship
Community
11:00
11:30 Insight
600 Morning Show
1/00 Meet the Press
7:00 Today Show
1/30 Eternal Light Special
9:00 It Takes Two
1:00 Wild Kingdom
9:30 Concentration
1:30 Milwaukee 150
10:00 Sale Of the Century
Golf
Open
3:30 Kemper
10:30 Hollywood Squares
5:00 Frank McGee Report
11:00 Jeopardy
5:30 College Bowl
11:30 Who, What or Where
6:00 Dateline Today

P
.

—

9th & Sycamore

Free Pickup and Delivery —

Phone 753-8613

by

Nancy
NANCY
WANTS TO
BORROW MY
PAIL

•

Ernie Bushmiller

MAGNET
_ FACTORY

•
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110*
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ejt

I

i2 Dorm-

49V

MAGNETS
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wean./
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SUNDAY
&30
7:00
7:30
&00
&SO
900
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30
1:00

or

2:30
130
400
430
5:00
5:30
6:00
6:30

Summer Semester
Tom L Jerry
Batman
Carl Tipton Show
Heaven's Jubilee
Look Up & Live
Faith For Today
The Answer
Patterns For Living
Face The Nation
Navy Underway For Peace
Mormon Tabernacle Choir
"The Guy Who Came
Back"
AAU Track & Field
NFL Action
Make Room For Daddy
Amateue Hour
Repert
Ne.wl
Lassie
To Rome With LOW .

News
Old Time Singing Con.
lks The World Turns
Lovaelie A.Many Splendoret!
Thing
1:30 Phe Guiding Light
2:00 The Secret Storm
2:30 The Edge of Night
1.00 Gomer_ Pyle USMC
130 Gilligan's Island
4:00 Movie "Glory"
MONDAY
5:25 Weather
5:30 News
Country Journal
6:00 News, Weather, Sports
Morning News
Jake Hess Gospel Show 6:30 Gunsmoke
7:30 Here's Lucy
Morning Watch
8:00 Mayberry RFD
Captain Kangaroo
8:30 Doris Day Show ,
Mike Douglas Show
eeee Carol Burnett Show
Andy of Mayberry
10:00 News, Weather, Sports
Love of Life
Where Heart Is- News 10:30 Mery Griffin Show
12:00 Sign Off
Search For Tomorrow

7:00 Ed Sullivan Show
8:00 Glen Campbell Goodtime
Hour
9:00 Mission: Impossible
10:00 Weekend Report
10:30 Sports
10:35 Mery Griffin Show
12:00 Sign Off

5:45
6:00
6:30
6:55
8:00
8:30
0:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

1111X-TY Schedule
SUNDAY
7:00 Know Your Bible
7:30 House of Worship
8:00 Oral Roberts Presents
8:30 America Sings
100 Cathedral of Tomorrow
10:00 Musical Hart Family
10:30 Discovery '70
11:00 The World Tomorrow
11:30 Oak Ridge Boys: "It's
Happening"
1/00 At Issue
12:30 Issues L Answers
1:00 Bronco
2:00 Roller Derby
3:00 Buck Owens Show
3:30 Bill Anderson Show
tee) Movie "Three CoinejeThe
Fountain"
6:00 Land of the Glints

12:00
12:05
12:30
1:00

Mind

The FBI
Emmy Awards
News
Movie "The Marriage GoRound"
12:15 News

7:00
8:00
10:00
10:15

MONDAY
McHales Navy
Bow's Big Top
Barbara Moore Show
H21d She Said
tched
'that Girl
11:00 Best of Everything
11:30 A World Apart
12:00 All My Children
12:30 Let's Make A Deal
6:30
7:00
00
*30

8

1:00 Newlywed Game
1:30 Dating Game
2:00 General Hospital
2:30 One Life To Live
3:00 Dark Shadows
3:30 Beverly Hillbillies
4:00 Lucy Show
4:30 Real McCoys
5:00 News
5:30 Dick Van Dyke
6:00 News
6:30 Jacques Cousteau: "The
Water Planet"
7:30 Movie "Carrie"
9:30 Now "The Kid Next Door
Smokes Pot"
10:00 News, Weather, Spores
10:30 Movie "No Highway In The
aye

Abbie'N Slats

byRVanBuren
WHAT TAXES, MAN ?
WE'RE A PRIMITIVE
PEOPLE - REMEMBER ??

O.K.,SUPPOSE 10U GET The
RIGHTS TO EVERY `filECE 0'LANO
WITHIN 50 MILES 0'THIS SPOT.
HOW'RE 10U F1WERI
ON PAYIN' THE
TAXES?

W HO CARES ABOUT PRIM I TIVE
CHIEF. UNCLE SAM SAYS PAY- AND YOU PAY OR ELSE

' .kele;(
—.AVASVANI/
•

•

e

'vele
-411 y

Lil' Abase

bv Al
-MISSEEMS MORE
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/
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A RESTAURANT NEAR HARVARD

I WONDER IF HE
HAS SOM ETH I NG
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t_IJOIKg ',A GOTTA
6
,
410

MIND —

Ca

USE le
YER EDDY-CA./SHUN TO
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Ant
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Surgeon operates'on broken clocks
ti

It
a

MONO

By CAROLYN A. BOWERS
NEW YORK (UPI) - When
Dr. Saul P. Law was practicing
actively as a surgeon, he kept
people ticking along. Now,
for relaxation, he does the
same thing for clocks. The two
interests synchronise beautifully.
'Working in the confined
quarters of a clock or watch
in tolerances of one-thousanth
of an inch. demands great accuracy," Dr. Lehv said. "This
obviously improves your technique in working in a human
body where you have considerably more latitude.
'Although surgery came
first, I don't really know if
the technical facility as asurgeon helped in watches or vice

extractor was available.
But x-rays showed that the
top of the offending rod had
screw-like threads and 1.ehv
saw that if he could measure

the threads, he could devise
a metal piece that would screw
onto the collar and the rod
could be pulled out. He had
just such a thread-measurer in
his clock shop.
"After this I conceived of
and invented a self-tapping.
self-drilling screw for the transfixion of fractures... Lehv said.
"And just think, the original
was made in a clock shop..
Lehv no longer is
actise
But he serves as a consultant
in disability evaluation. fie
started his timepiece coltRting
about 20 years ago sthen he
bought an antique watch that
Lehv told of an incident didn't
work.
in which he brought the
"I found, man wIwo knew
mechanics of his clock shop to something
about that partecu.
the operating table to help
far watch and from observing
extract an intramedullary rod him
as he worked on it, my.
from a man's leg. An Ultra-.
real interest in timepieces bemedullary rod or nail is in- gan.
I was associated with
serted .in the marrow space of this
man for many years, and
a bone for support of a kg
from him I learned the basics
fracture and to keep the bone of the
profession," Lehv said.
ends together for healing.
Lehv later joined the Na"The rod had started to tional Association
of Watch
cause the patient some dis- and Clock
Collectors, whose
comfort, and he came to me members range
from priests
to have it removed,- Lehi, said. and policemen
to members of
"At first it appeared there the House of
Windsor.
would be no way ot extracting
"But I'm not interested in
the rod because it was deeply the acquisition of timepieces
embedded in the bone and no simply for the sake of owning

them," Lek said. -My in- nature and quality.( what
terest is in the mechanics - you're working with. Horothe restoration and rehabili- logy (the science of timepieces)
tation of the condition that engenders and demands
pertained to the timepieces search."
when they were made.
Lehv calls his hobby "re"With this there must be
theraan appreciation of what the warding occupational
maker had in Wiled when he py - tension relieving, relaxing,
made the clock. If it was emotionally satisfying and allmade with certain type of brass consuming.
or wood. I must have the same
tupe of material in its rejuvenation -- no short cuts:
his like an, other hobby.
requires that ,ou get well acquainted with the background,

--

NOTICE
NOTKII

'Although I never have a
deadline to meet, once I start
MEETING, June 7-14,
working on a timepiece, I can't G en Plain Church of Christ,
stop in the middle of an opera- Old Murray-Paris Road. Services
tion
7:45 each evening.
,
11,1111)WIN PIANOS and organs
$10.03 monthly, rent applies to purchase. Used *net
Num and organs. Loser&
Po Company "Your complete
mac store". Paris and Martin,
Tennessee.
J-6-P

Boss proves his point
People are money hungry;
$1000 in cash is snatched up
PHOENIX, ARIZ. (UPI): Anexecutive of an import firm wanted to prove to his board of directors
that people are "money hungry," so he tossed
$1000 cash out an 11th-floor window.
Traffic on busy N. Central avenue became
snarled as the money, in denominations of $1, 25_1_
and $10, fluttered down from Central Towers.
Passersby scurried to pick up the cash and two
women scuffled over some of it.
Edward J. Shoen, assistant manager of A to Z
International, was identified as the man who hurled
the cash.
The money was tkuickly snatched up. 'There
was no litter," said Patrolman Eti Scott.

NM, WANTED

NOTICE

rater.intrAnatiouriyAr4rAnininew.trAnir

raOLUX &ALES a BarBox 2.11. Murray, Ky., C.
Sanders. Phone 382-341111
nlle, Seabacky.
Juno-WI

Pia THE PERSON who called
likely White on June 2 inquiring about fox dog please call
J4C
4928552.

WANTED: Hoseseresters, ern
lope addresseis. Seed
dressed gimped amesiope he
complete &Ws. Keidhaveei
1474 N. Greed It. Wslossk, IM
40002.

TERMITES!!

CAN YOUR HOME ESCAPE??
Only An Expert
Can Tell You For Sure

WOMEN; can you qualify? Need
somebody to andel in my bunnews, three hours a day, fin
days a week, $65.00 per week.
For personal interview call Mrs
Doran 753-800 between 2:00
and 4:00 p. m.
.14C

TERMITES WORK SILENTLY,
SECRETLY AND DESTRUCTIVELY
Almost every home in the nation is threatened with
mossion or has already been invaded by termites.
They may reveal their presence through visible
destruction
but more often their work goes unseen.
You could be totally unaware of the fent that
thousands of
teinniUm had Invaded and *ere feeding in the
under-strucA
tiara of your home. . . traveling through
the foundanione
• • • and liareating the ground under your expensive
landsing.

TRUCK DRTVERS (Straight
Semi). Experience helpful but
not necessary. Now you can
earn '64.50 an hour and up after short training; for local and
over-the-road haulii.g. For application write: Nation Wide
Semi Division, Suite 214, Mar.
Inc Bldg. 171 New Circle Rd.,
N. E., Lexington, Ky. 40506, or
call (606) 299-6912. Mir II p.m.
(606) 252-3484.
64•C

CALL ITS FOR FREE INSPECTION
PUBLIC HEARING
TERMITE INSPECTION AND TERMITE
PROOFING
Notice is hereby given by the
REQURES THE KNOWLEDGE AND SKILL OF A
-Murray Planning Commission
PROFESSIONAL PEST CONTROL OPERATOR
_ tor the City of Murray, Kentucky, will bold a public hearBABY SITTER for two year old,
ing at 7:30 p.m. on June 16,
during school hours. Starting
1970, at City Ball.
next August. Phone 753.7119.
The purpose of this meeting
Is to conduct a public hearing
on application to rezone certain
WANTED: Experienced body
area in the City of Murray,
man. Five holidays per year
Kentucky, as follows:
with pay, weeks vacation with
Resolved that the fstpovring
pay after one year. Work five
descnbed area in the -'City of
days per week. Phone Rudy's
Murray, Kentucky, be rezoned
Body Shop, 753-1277 days ur
District
Residential
from R-4
7534175 nights.
to R-2 Residential District.
Beginning at a point on the
THE PERFECT way to earn southeast corner of the interyour own hours — near home—
section of South 16th Street
big money potential. Be an
BROWN
RECLUSE SPIDER
and Poplar Street; thence south
Avon Representative. Still some
with South 16th Street to a
k vacancies. Call quickly, collect
point east of the north right-ofg aftg 7 p.m., 365-9424, Mrs. Jaway on Loch Lomond Drive:
e net Kunick, or write Route 2,
hence east to a point on South k
100 South 13th Street
Box 136-A, Princeton, Ky. J-6-C
Murray, Ky.
15th Street; thence north with e
Phone
Day or Night
WANTED: Nurses aides to work
South 15th Street to a point on
ROMS OWN) AND OPERATED OVER 30 'MARS
2:30 to 11:00 p.m. shift in modPoplar Street; thence west with
INI3URED FOR YOUR PROTECTION
ern air conditioned building,
Poplar Street to the point of
LICZNISIIID BY STATE OF KENTUCKY
nursing bed patients, etc. Meabeginning.
MNXIBER CHAMBER OF 00)0411310E
dowview
Retirement Home.
All interested parties are cor- 111,111WSPWAYrnaPwAr.a1W4wAr//41PWAI
Phone Farmington 345-2116.
dially invited to attend this
Am*
J-10-C
public hearing.
Murray Planning Commission
WANTED:
Man
to
work on
Dr. Thomas B. HogancamP
yards; some painting and gen1•T-C
Chairman
eral clean up. Employment available all summer. Need dependable person, not afraid of
BETH CONTROL
(Ages 8 to BO)
work. Phone 753-1299.
J-6-C
JACKSON, Tenn. (UPI)-The
City Council Tuesday passed an
LON' a POUND
ordinance limiting to three the
number of cats that may be
FOUND: Big black and brown
male dog. Found in vicinity of
owned by a resident.
Mayor Bob Conger said the
Kingswood Subdivision, South
Teacher Joe Forsee
16th Street. Phone 753-7810.
statute was prompted by citizen
Phone 753-7575 For Further Information
J-5-e
tomplaints about cats running
J-5•C
tree in the city. He said a
WANTED
TO !INT
HELP WANTED
HELP WANTED
public hearing would be held
June 12,
WANT TO RENT three bedroom
Asked how the ordinance house, near Robertson Schoni
would affect the owners of District. Phone 753-1694. J-6-C
SOUTHSIDE RESTAURANT
newborn kittens, Conger said,
"The litter would be in violation PROFESSOR WITH family, arJob available for experienced waitress,
if it numbered more than riving August 1, desires to rent
apPhoto
house.
bedroom
three
night shift
three."
preciated. David S Payne, 220
HOURS 2 till 10
Monmouth Ave, Durham, N.C.
Sundays off
J-10-P
27701.
Apply in person, wearing uniform.

k

Kelley's Termite & Pest Control
7$14,14,

SIGN UP NOW
FOR SUMMER GUITAR LESSONS
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Dixie Land Shopping Center

Must be pleasant, willing to learn
and cooperate.
This is a good Job, but it must be filled by a good waitress.
3-5-C
WOULD LIKE TO BUY good
used furniture. Call 753-4157
minute fungus
anytime or 753-2930 after 4 pears on decaying which apvegetation
p.m. Also have for sale good is called botrytis.
used air conditioners.
J-11-C
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Nitrogen Wakes up more
than 78 per cent of the earth's
surface.
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"JUNIOR MISS" of America
for 1970, Karen litenwall,
i$. smiles her happiness
In Mobile. Ala., and has this
to say: "There have been so
many demonstrations. I
would like to represent the
better side of youth '' She is
from Phoenix. Ar17
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Peanuts®
PEA N U111

by Charles M. Schulz
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HOW AFOOT THAT?
DiDN'T I TEL YOU I

YOU LAN oiVE LAOLic

HI5 GLOVE NOW
THIFAULT .
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gumlike Need
in my basis day, five
$65.00 per week.
law call Mrs
between 200
.14-C
(Straight
nee helpful but
Now you can
hour and up at•g; for local and
For ap: Nation Wide
Suite 214, MarNew Circle Rd.,
n, Ky. 40506, or
12, after 5 p.m.
- 3-5-C
for two year old,
hours. Starting
hone 7534119.
J-5-C
rienced body
liciays per year
vacation with
year. Work five
Phone Rudy's
1277 days ur
34-C
way to earn- near hometential. Be an
tive. Still some
quickly, collect
Mrs. Jawrite Route 2,
don, Ky. .14-C
aides to work
shift in modoned
tients, etc. Meament Home.
on 345-2116.
J-10-C
to work on
nting and genEmployment amer. Need de, not afraid of
1299

POUND

ack and brown
in vicinity of
vision, South
ne 753-7810.
.14-C
ED

THREE-ROOM furnished apartment at 801 Waldrop Drive. For
information call 753-3264. TFC
TWO - BEDROOM unfurniahe4
duplex apartment. Phone 71$
27'C
NICE FURNISHED air cos&
dosed apartments for college
girls. Call 7534108 or MIMI
ITC
FURNISHED apertaiente and
private rooms for collage boys.
Call 7534108 or 75341113& TFC
TOUR-BEDROOM bele* Aeon
din. Mew Stumm Mos
$135.00 per month. 1000
sU 7534361 et Oa
7-60111.WI
OUSE TRAILER, 10' 55', two
air conditioned. VA
from Murray. Phone 753-'
or 753-8231.
SLEEPING ROOMS for boys,
available June 7. Call 753-1659.
1-5-C
EXTRA NICE THREE bedroom
mobile home, for summer
semester. Carpet, air conditiond, newly redecorated, new fur3-5-P
lure. Phone 753-27411
Y FURNISHED two bedoom apartment. Also with kit.
hen and den. Couples only.
ated 100 South 13th Street.
J-SC
elly's Pest Control.
RNISHED three room apartnt, air conditioned, private
ntrance at 1405 Poplar. .1-6-C
ICE FURNISHED house, close
college, for seven girls. Has
o full baths. Must be 21 yews
d. Phone 753-5865 or 753-5108.
TFC
E furnished efficiency artment. Air conditioned and
ctric heat. Outside entrance,
cOuple preferred. Fanis WhitehOuse Apartments, 1606 West
3-6-C
*in.
APARTMENT with one
4 ATV
room, near campus. Couples
3-8-C

. Phone 7534806.

0 TRAILERS, private, fake
dalt lots. Located at Blood Rivet One has air conditioning
3-6-C
Phone 438-2323.
TWO BEDROOM duplex apartJ•6-C
ment. Phone 753-8096.
N„ENIE BEDROOM furnished a'etertment with air conditioner,
for summer. Phone 753-8556.
.14-C
0 EXTRA NICE furnished
e bedroom apartments. Locat•
betwetn town and college.
children. Available June 15.
o two bedroom unfurnished
use, located 2% miles from
umy. Phone 753-1209. 3-8-C
BEDROOM house with
ving room, kitchen and bath
or three college girls for sumer or fall semester. All utilties furnished. One block from
niversity. Call 7534974 after
J-11-P
00 p.m.

1,,r,,
th, ,•,,rti,

E ROOM furnished apart.
cot with private bath, near
campus. For boys. Phone 7531.T-P
6021.

SERVICES OFFERED
HAY CUT, bailed and pet in
barn. Phone 7334090.
ivais-54
SAWS TILED, lawn mowers and
wall appliances repaired and
yard tools sharpened. 511 R.
South 12th Street. Phone 713June-23-C
8067.
FLOOR SANDING and finishnew and old BOOM work
guaranteed, 26 years experience.
John Taylor, Wingo, Kentacky,
Root* 3, 42088; phone 376-911116.
June-264

lag,

WANTED: Vacant lots to mow.
3-8-C
Phone 753-3798.
WILL MOW YARDS, also will
do all kinds of yard work Phone
3-5-P
t35-4152.
Pest Control. Termites-4st your home. Roaches
-carry germs. Spiders-are
Deism. For free inspection call
Kelly's Pest Control 753-3914,
24 hours a day.
H.,141-C
KELLY'S

WILL DO ODD jobs, mow lawns,
.14C
etc. Phone 753-1642.

Guy Spann Realty is now a member of

ANT

RemtFoe
End NOM
sowdspe fit
Kestiewsl
a. Wabok, bi
haeia

FOUR BEDROOM MODERN

brick veneer in Lynn Grove,
situated on a wooded 2 acre lot. Has a large family
room, air conditioner, electric heat, and a 2 car garage

ON NORTH 6TH STREET

across from the National
Hotel, a large business lot with a frame house. $15,000.00.

MAGNIFICENTLY DESIGNED

tri-level brick veneer
house located at 814 Olive. This home consists of the
following appointments: 4 bedrooms and bath, upper
level; living room, formal dining room, and kitchen,
middle level; large cozy den with a fireplace, study,
bedroom, bath, and utility, lower level. Many, many
built-ins, plus a stove, dish washer, disposal, drapes,
T.V. antenna, a large patio, central heat and air, and
many large oak trees. This home isn't nearly as high
priced as it sounds! Financing available to a qualified
buyer at 754% interest.

A VERY WELL

KEPT, 1% story older home. Located 2
blocks west of the University in the Robertson School
district, it has a full basement, living room, kitchen,
dinette, 1% baths, cental heat, attached carport, garage. Situated on a will' landscaped corner lot. Only
$17,000.00.

FORMAL DINING ROOM,

carpeted living room, 3 bedrooms, den with fireplace, lots of closets, and garage
are all great features of this lovely ranch style home.
Other outstanding features are: drapes, dish washer,
kitchen range, central heat and air. This home was built
by one of Murray's top builders. It is located half way
between downtOwn and the University, and is only 3
blocks from the Chestnut Street shopping area.

NEWLY-WEDS' DELIGHT!

A very special 2 bedroom
frame, extremely neat and decorated in excellent taste.
Full basement with large den, central heat and air, food
freezer, dish washer, disposal, washer, dryer, drapes
and refrigerator. $16,800.00.

A MOST IMMACULATE

1% story brick home featuring
4 bedrooms, family room, spacious living room, 2 baths.
Added extras are drapes, dish washer, disposal, built-in
range, carport, paved drive, extremely nice storage
building, and a large well landscaped lawn. You must
see to appreciate.

IDEALLY LOCATED AND ONLY

3.8 miles west of the
city limits, a 26 acre farm. Fenced, deep well, and pole
barn. This is one of the nicest farms we have had in
years -- small acreage, close in. They are really hard
to find so be sure to call about this one.

FRATERNITIES, HERE

IT 1St The size is right, the
toning is right, the lot is large, and the price moderate.
Located across from campus.

2.50 ACRES ADJOINING the city

limits. Excellent farm
land, 205 acres tillable. Lots of railrc ad frontage, water
and sewer available.

IN HAZEL, A VERY WELL BUILT

brick building on a
large lot. Can be used as a clean up shop, service station, dry goods store, paint store - just about anything.
Only $9,000.00.

1106 MAIN, A REAL NICE

older 5 bedroom, 2 story
frame Dining room, drapes, stove, refrigerator, freezer, garbage disposal, central gas heat, large lot.

SPACIOUS LOT WITH A

2 bedroom brick veneer on
Highway 121 East near Cherry Corner. Large living
room, separate kitchen, air conditioner, electric heat,
utility, and carport.

A VERY NICE 2 STORY FRAME

acrou from the University on North 16th Street. This home has a real great
apartment with a private entrance. Also, the owner's
downstairs quarters has 2 bedrooms, dining room, living room, bath, kitchen, and central gas heat. If you
teach or ivork at the University and want to live within walking distance .and have an income, you should
buy this house.

A TRULY OUTSTANDING

3 bedroom brick veneer
home located on a quiet street. This home has the number and size closets you have always dreamed of, plus
den, state entrance hall, large fireplace, 2 baths, carpets, drapes, dish washer, stove, disposal, T.V. tower,
central heat and air, patio, 2 car carport, and paved
drive. Exquisitely landscaped. Truly has everything I am reserving for the very particular buyer.

JUST 2 MILES FROM CITY LIMITS,

we have a 20 acre
farm with a 4 bedroom brick veneer home. Other fine
features include plastered walls, dining room, huge living room, 2 baths. Excellent well, barn, fenced for cattle
from
or horses. Remember, this is just a pleasant drive
shopping areas.
to a quiet 40 acre farm
the perfect
with a modern 2 bedroom house, we have
main
place. Located close to the Lake and well off the
whippoorroad, where privacy is interrupted only by
extra house
wills. Also included: a real fine well, an
$12.000.00.
Only
stalls.
good
a
and
condition,
in fair

IF YOU DESIRE TO RETIRE

INVESTMENT PROPERTY ONLY

150' off the court
square. Large brick building in good repair. Only $16,00000 - a real hedge against inflation.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

broken. ROOF PROBLEMS We have the
GELDING, GREEN
Saddle mare, reasonable to Pod answer. Apply new roof with
home. No dealers. Phone 436 liy-Klas Fibrued Asphalt Alu3-8-C
2415 evenings.
minum for only 3 cents per
MOVING. Must sell six Dwight; square foot. Seals out rain, inold Ping Pong table and ac- sulates and reduces interior
1.5 degrees.
cessories, $35.00; antique oak temperature by
fp&
library table, $25.00. Phone 753- Wears for years. Ask about
.1-5-C cial 20 gallon drum price at
5437.
Hughes Paint Store
June-254
12 X 40 ALL GAS trailer. Would
like someone to take over paychair
NEW
and
matching
SOFA
ments. Phone 753-9614. 3-54
sets, $100.00. New box spring
WE HAVE A FULL line of and mattress sets, $50.00. Glass
lawn mowers and garden tillers, tam tables. Phone 753-3616.
TFC
still at sale prices. Seaford's
Lawn & Garden Equipment,
state
portable
solid
PANASONIC
3-9-C
phone 437-4412.
tape recorder. Two tape speeds.
1967 SWISS SIX with top. John- AC-DC operated. Model No. RQ
son 60 HP motor. All ski 1025 Accessories; Dynamic micequipment included. Phone 435- rophone with remote control
switch, microphone case and
48:15 or 7534756.
bend belt, radio cord R, 3 Inch
reel and a magnetic ear phone.
21 INCH BLACK and white
Splicing tape and batteries.
RCA television on swivel [Ulla Used one month, $40.00. Phone
3.6•C
Phone 489-3571.
753-9147 or 753-4E175 before
TFNC
COLOR TELEVISION, medium 900 p. m.
size buffett, step table, curtains,
air conditioner, radio. Phone SINGLE BEDS, unfirdshed
3-6-C chests, maple desk, lined bam753-3987.
boo drapes, goose neck lamps
26 FT. CHRIS CRAFT cabin and odds and ends. Phone 753cruiser, sleeps five persons. E243.
1962 model. Good condition.
3-6-C BABY TURKEYS, baby ducks,
Phone 753-2248.
baby guineas, fancy chickens,
CASH AND CARRY - New ring neck doves. Phone Hubert
truck load of carpet. Come in Alexander 328-8563, three miles
Tuesday morning. Commercial south of Sedalia.
.14•P
type Hi-Density rubber back
Profitable
shag
$395
ILLNESS
Heavy
TO
DUE
$3-95 sq. yd.
sq. yd. Big bargain pile,
small business. Fresh Potato deroom sizes, some rolls, large livery to local establishments.
remnants, cut off pieces $1.99 Can be managed on a part time
sq. yd. and $2.99 sq. yd. While basis. All equipment included.
it lasts. Big stock. Paschall's Phone after 5 p.m. 753-5889.
3-6-C
Discount House, Hazel, Kentucky. 492-9733.
be
Can
TWO WHEEL trailer.
INDOOR, Outdoor Sale. Wash used behind car or tractor.
.1-8-C
ing machine, $75.00. Couch, Phone 436-2386
$30.00, kide-a-bed couch, $75.00.
in.,
30
range,
GAS
Mattress and box springs, $15.. TAPPAN
months.
00, white hard board chest of avocado, used -nine
1-8-C
drawers, $8.00. Pool table, $80..Phone 7534827.
00. Swing set, one antique I FOR SALE OR RENT: 4-beddresser, $35.00, toys, clothes, room house. Available July 1.
.ovegby, phone 753.3202 ef.
science fiction paper backs, fold Rn
,te
up chairs, two children' cars 'T
1-8-C
and one tractor, upholstered I
rocker, $12.00, two floor lamp,. CRUSHED STONE and seal
S8.00 set, table and three chairs. Call, we deliver one ton or
two mirrors one heavy oak one , 1,000. Fred Gardner 753-63g.
H-1T(
gold Syrocco, etc. 1662 College
Terrace, Saturday through Mpn.
weeks
6
puppies,
AKC BEAGLE
day, off College Farm Road on
old. Wonderful pets or fine
to Kentucky, then last right behunteis. Phone Jack Watkins,
fore you reach Hamilton. .16-C
753-28213 anytime.
A WOMAN'S DREAM home,
custom-built by owner; luxurNOTICE
ious; closets galore; huge kitchen; two baths; carpeted;
drapes; sun room; central heat
and air; fire place; tile foyer;
CUSTOM FARM WORK
intercom.
Indirect,., lighting;
May Bailing, Silage chopdouble garage; three bedrooms;
ing, Combining, Plowing and
much more. Must be -seen 753- Disking.
3-6-C-H
06. 804 North 20th.
Phone Bob or Earl Fens.
Days, 753-2532
18 MONTH OLD German ShepNights 753-8080
herd male, $25.00. Phone 43611-1TC
3-8-C
2149.

big

3

.
p

111.

50 GALLON aquarium. Phone
J-8-P
53-7590.

SOYBEAN SEED

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE ..
30 ACRES OF GOOD bottom
4 miles north of Min%
/
land, 31
ray, near Coles Camp Ground
Church, watershed across the
road. If interested call Mayfield
3.8.0
247-2539.
BRACE yourself for a thrill The
first time you use Blue Lustre
to clean rugs. Rent electric
34-C
shampooer $1. Big K.
COLLECTORS ITEMS: Hawaiian
Monkey Pod; hardwood tables.
Phone 753-7720.

Solo Herbicide
Inoculation
Pioneer Seed Corn 3369et
'Yellow Corn
Stull geo

DONALD R. TUCKER
REALTOR

WAWirieMiNgeSSO
Amazing Low Price on the All New
Smooth Running
0

0

0

0

0

CARPENTRY: new or remodelFor free estimates

ing.
-715%RtFy-lliwy-492-8t20

•

call
TPC

ANOTHER FINE HOME in Camelot Estates. French
Provencial design with walled patio, two baths, formal
dining room, double garage. This is another one of the
better homes.
AT 1309 KIRKWOOD we have a moderately priced
three bedroom and two bath home. Central heat and
air. Large transferrable loan at 7% interest. Six closets, carport and outside storage.

$10 DOWN AND $10 per month
will buy a large wooded 100
200 lot at Keniana Shores. Al]
utilities including water available - lake access privileges.
Phone 438-5320 for complete
nformation and airections.

GOOD FRAME HOME on South 4th Extended. Three
bedrooms and on business lot. Reasonable.
AT 1513 KIRKWOOD DRIVE we have the Lee Tinsley
home. This place is large and beautiful, bath up stairs
and down. Has two bedrooms down stain, plus living
room, formal dining room, family room with fire place.
all built-ins in kitchen, double garage, utility room and
out side storage. Central heat and air.

IN PANORAMA Shores, large
lots with 10 x 50 mobile home,
air conditioned. Phone 753-4758.
3-10-C
ON MELROSE, new four-bedroom brick with 2% baths, formal dining room, large living
room, panelled family room
with fireplace, nice kitchen with
built in appliances, carpet, cena-al heat and air. Call 753-3903.
3-8-C

1115 EIRKWOOK_. See this moderetely priced three
bedroom, kitchen and family room combination, builtins, two baths, living room, carport with out side storage. Owner has left town, needs to sell.
ON WEST DOGWOOD DRIVE on beautiful lot is this
fine home in good location. Has family room, kitchen
with built-ins, living room has large glass doors and
windows looking out over the patio, three bedrooms, two
baths, worlds of closets, double carport with outside
storage.

AUTOS POI SALO
IMO MEP, four wheel drive,
low mileage, has two tops. Call
ITC
7334860.

MEDIUM PRICED HOME on College Farm Road. Three
bedrooms, large living room with fire place, formal
dining room, garage. Here is a place you should see.

1989 AMX, damaged front end,
parts, $350.00. Phone 753-8769
3-5-C

BRAND NEW IN EAST Y MANOR, this lot is something to look at. Lots of trees just in the right place
to make this house attractive. Kitchen has built-ins,
large family room, three bedrooms, two baths, plenty
of closets. Let us take you out to see this pretty house.
Also has double garage.

1968 -CORVETTE Sting Ray,
convertible, four speed, 327.
Excellent condition. Phone 75$E1417, Bruce Gillespie, 1610 West
34-P
Olive.
1967 IMPALA two door hardtop. Kentucky tags, one owner,
new car trade in, green, power
steering, $1575.00. Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc., South 12th
Street. Phone 753-2817. .1-5-C

POUR BEDROOMS, ALL CARPET, one and one half
baths, kitchen, all built-ins, large utility room, double
carport, central heat and air is what you will see when
you take a look at this beautiful place on Magnolia
Drive in Keeneland Subdivision. Price $26,500.00.
DOWN NEAR LITTLE OAKS we have a two story cottage on beautiful large water front lot. Has fire place
and is truly a nice place.

1966 FAIRLANE GT, four
‘
- ntege
'
speed.: 110 eubte-indelent condition. Best offer can
3.6 C
buy. Phone 753-4572.

•
AT 1509 SYCAMORE we have a nice home- on
fully wooded lot. Has three bedrooms, famlly room
with fire place, living room, dining room, lots of closet
space, central heat and air.

1968 ROAD RUNNER, power
steering and air conditioning.
Phone 753-2713 after 4:00 p.m
J-10-C

THREE BEDROOM, CENTRAL HEAT, large living
pricroom, dining room, two baths. All in this medium
of Coled house on Dodson Avenue. Walking distance
lage.

CARD OF T)4ANKS
Mrs. Maude Downing and
family wish to thank the New
Jenny Ridge Church and their
many friends for the flowers,
and cards received during her
stay in the hospital.
Thank you.
Mr. and Mrs. John Downing;;
1-T-C

on FarmpsrrrY WOODED LOT AND near University
room, living room.

er Avenue. Three bedrooms, dining
bath and also has family room with fire place.
A REAL FINE HOME JUST six miles east of 'Murray
you
near Elm Grove Church. This place has everything
with
room
family
large
Has
home.
fine
a
in
want
will
fire place, three bedrooms, living room, two baths,
Patio
double garage and extra detached double garage.
get
and the lawn are beautifully landscaped. You can
extra land with this place if you want it.

AVMS /OR SALM

bedNEAR ROBERTSON SCHOOL we have this three
carport and
room,
living
baths,
two
room,
family
room,
nice lawn.
central
ON NORTH 10TH STREET, three bedrooms,
heat, living room, dining room, family room, nice corner
of
lot. This place is right for the family needing a lot

NEW DATSUN
TRADE-INS
1968 DATSUN pickup. 30,
000 miles, Wos. white
west
coast aikters,
$1395.

MOM.

FOR YEAR ROUND LIVING we have the Jack Snow
home in Panorama Shores, lake front lot looking out
over acres and acres of water. Has three bedrooms.
beautiful living room, two baths. If you ever go inside
this house you will buy it.

1965 CHEVROLET Malibu, 6passenger wagon, local
car, exceptionally nice,
only $1095.00.
1966 CHEVY U, 6-passenger
wagon, clean, $1195.00.
1964 FORD Galaxie 2-door
hardtop, radio and heater. Special $595.00.
1.1964 CHRYSLER 300, 2-door
hardtop, local, power
steering, power brakes,
automatic, $695.00.

prase

Old Concord Road
Phone 7534220

Cy. ey• 0.1: 0.0 C...*

••

sas-aon.

TWO LOTS, extra nice. One
acre each. Couple of hundred
yards off Mayfield Highway on
Penny Road. Phone 753-3633.
34-C

ON EAST DOGWOOD DRIVE- is this 7‘eautiful Southern Plantation style Colonial home, has four bedrooms,
and bath up stairs, family room with fire place, large
foyer, living room, formal dining room, kitchen with all
built-ins, play room, utility room and double
with outside dente- .

APPROXIMATELY 23% ACRES

located 4 miles North
of Murray. About 23 acres in pasture. Fenced for cattle, good stock water, no buildings. You can buy this
acreage for only $7,400.00.

LOVELY DELUXE HOME in Sherwood Forrest. Four
4 baths, formal dining room. On % acre
/
bedrooms, 21
lot. Has everything to be desired in a home. If you are
looking for the best you should see this home.

ON SOUTH 7TH STREET, four bedrooms, full basement with fire place, bath up stairs and down, kitchen
and dining area, living room. This place has been rediced for quick sale.

Murray
Warehousing
Corp.

TILLS spot that spot, traffic
paths too, removed with Slue
Lustre carpet shampoo. Western Auto, Home of "The Wi.,hJ-6-C
ing Well".

NEW TWO BEDROOM frame
house with carport and storage,
% acre lot. Carpet through entire house, electric heat, one
mile west of Coldwater Road.
3-8-P
Phone

AT 1623 KEENELAND in Richland Subdivision we have
this large brick veneer. Has four bedrooms, kitchen
with all built-ins, large family room, living room, foyer,
two baths, central heat and air. Beautiful earpet, large
patio and double garage with out side storage. If you
are looking tor a fine home with room to spare, see this
one.

Certified Waffne
Certified kent
Registered Dare
Registered flood

0

EAN 4-PLY DYN COR RAYON

501 MAPLE STREET, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Office Phoes, 753-4342 - Home Phone 753-5020
1-T-C

I

IN BAGWELL MANOR AND brand new, this brick
veneer with central heat and air, three bedrooms,
ilv ro,,rn, living room, kitchen built-ins, carport, pretty
carpet. Real nice home for the price.

1967 DATSUN 4-door sedan.
air conditioner, 1300 series, Good economy,
$895.00

ON BROAD STREET we have this completely redecorated house with nice lawn and good income. Has basement, seven rooms, nice fire place, stainless steel builtin kitchen and bath on main Men- and up stairs there
is a large furnished apartment with private entrance.
Here is a good piece of income property.

1966 SIMCA 4-door, sound,
real economy, up to 35
miles per gallon, only
$495.00.

PEOPLE ARE BUYING HOUSES
a

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency

CAIN & TAYLOR GULF STATION

901 Sycamore

;',!!

0.1

0,O'0,1 0,1
II

4

4

Plenty

of Parking Space

L77), power
8615 FORD
steering and
power
brakes, radio, nstomadie, air conditioning. A
real buy at only $995.
1263 VW, radio. lee this one
for only 11166.00.
1962 PONTIAC Tempest sta
tion wagon, drives and
runs good, only $195.00
"See This One"
LASSITER-McKINN E v
• „PATEW4

m 14c

s71`cL.A

-

Swine"' Phone 753-7724 - Home Phone, Gov Emma753-25II7 - Louise Baker 753-2409 - Onyx Ray 71319WPtte19onn 753-5725--- --""

Phone 753 5862

Corner of 6th

1962 VOLKSWAGEN, blue
local car, nice, terrific
value, $445.00.
1957 OLDSMOBILE 88, 4door sedan, automatic,
real transportation, only $125.00.

CALL

ATTENTION

1966. DATSUN 4-door sedan.
1300 series, up to 30
miles per gallon. Special $695.00.

IN SHERWOOD FORTST we have this exquisite home
on large wooded lot. Has three bedrooms, lots of closets, two baths, fanittg room with fire place, kitchen all
built-ins, private dining room, living room, foyer. This
place is really something to see.

If You want to sell, now is a good time Call for
free appraisal.

GET

sot SALE

BY OWNER: Two bedroom
white frame house with den,
dining area, garage and utility.
In excellent location, near town
and schools and shopping cen.14-C
ter. Phone 753-7664.

Multiple Listings. go if you list your property with us, you will have our experienced staff of four salesmen plus every salesman that is associated with a Realtor in
Murray or Calloway. We appreciate your
confidence.

COMPLETE MOBILE home services - setup and repair. Murray Mobile Home, Hwy 641
3-8-C
South. Phone 753-3640.
baby sittMil DO SUMMER
ing in my home. Monday
trough Friday, 8:00 a.m. till
5130 p.m. Phone Tuesday. June
0 between 12:00 noon and 3:00
.1.8-C
P.M. 753-8893.
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Ohio State Dormitory For 360 Men
Thrives Beneath Stadium's Stands

suffered a heart attack.
escaped harm, and Barkley
hauled into court before mick
night and was jailed withoe AM tlie same to Dewey RagsBv Central Press
bond. Capt. Dale C Hope, tta dait who has had a rough time.
COLUMBUS, o.--une Of the
pilot of the threo-engine :•
Al Soon yesterday we ate some nation's most unusual univer727 was recovering today
cheese and fresh crack- sity dormitories thrives beneath
coaage
surgery showed the wound
to add to the piquancy the stands of Ohio Stadium
Just
ers
not serious.
menu,
we included a few here.
the
The wild adventure begat of
Undisturbed by the cheers of
olives.
when Barkley burst into tin ripe
Ohio State University's autumn
cockpit of the Phi:non:54n
Liotball crowds of 82,000, some
TM sweetest words of tongue 360 men make their home in
Washington flight as it pass
are these, "no charge". the giant horseshoe.
pen
or
over New Mexico. Waving
Dues not rhyme but it sure is For them, hard work and
razor and a .22 caliber p
high achievement has become a
and carrying a gallon can o swect
way of life.
gasoline, Barkley- ordered the
of
think
can
word
we
only
Ohio State's Stadium SchOlpilot to skip a scheduled stop at Theadequately describe
new
the
aiship Dormitory operates in
St. Louis and fly directly to
the southwest corner of the
side ties is "horrendous".
Washington to pick up the
2-foot-long stadium. The sturansom he demanded as bah*
eon just keep on wearing the de t residents work for their
for a feud with the governmen$.
o.ci skinny ones, and to heck cd cation. not only by mainover a $471 tax bill.
ta ing their living quarters but
.Brummel.
i.__
with Beau
Officirds Collect Money
at the same time by attaining a
«ANA. •
••••••••
While the pilot headed fof Wive been meaning to make usual "B" average.
Residents are selected by the
Washington, Trans World Air, about four phone calls for sev
DRIVER PERISHES IN GASOLINE TRUCK HOLOCAUST - - The body of the driver ig visible
The Stadium Scholarship Dormitory's cafeteria is
lines officials collected 9100,751 eral days now, so yesterday, we university's Student Financial
(lower left) protruding from the flaming wreckage after a traetor-trailer truck loaded
Aids Office, which picks about
a very busy place at meal tim• as students on
from two small Virginia
with 10,000 gallons of gasoline overturned and was destroyed by flames on Route C-1
made
of
a
list
and
down
sat
kitchen duty take their turns behind We counter.
153 male high school graduates
stuffed the money in bags,
near Saugus, Mass. The victim was identified as Walter Grady, 28, Providence, R,I
them, and then we just worked each year on the basis of fibrought it to Dulles Airport.
Dormitory
traces its history to such as medicine, dentistry or
meaning
been
We've
the list
scholarship.
At the same time, TVild do this for several days so nancial need•and
Dormitory residents are acthe depression year of 1932. It
•
•
to
"have
no
problem
about
ordered Capt. Billy Williams to we finally just took the proverwas proposed then as an an- tive .1n..student affairs, and
have
selected
those
of
MOST
sending the first Jesuit to
fly from New York City to bial bull by the proverbial horns been in the upper tenth of their swer for Ohio high school vale- many hold campus Offices. They
Congress."
couldn't afford have their own weekly newsmeet the incoming jetliner. and did it.
high school classes. To those dictorians who
Young, a native of the United
paper, "The West Side Story,"
attend college.
Williams is the pilot vino
a scholarship means to
chosen,
Church of Christ, was a protege
T h e university renovated complete laundry facilities, a
boarded a TWA jetliner
"Proyear,
$480
said,
board
room
a
once
for
and
thief
old
As an
facilities beneath the stadium, student-built and fin an
d
Persons have been charged jacked to
and trusted lieutenant of the
Rome in October,
crastination is the thief of a saving of $570 from the ave- and studenta organized them- lounge with color television.
late Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and fined in the Calloway Coin
$1,050
cost
annual
of
rage
Thinking "here I go again," time". We can't remember wheselves into cleanup and repair
• • •
He now heads the racial justice unty Court of Judge Robert 0. Williams
landed at Dulles in a ther it was an old thief or an other university residence halls. crews. Supplied with kitchen
program
of
the Southern Miller during the past week. small chartered
RESIDENTS
represent a
dormitory
resireturn,
the
In
plane close to old procrastinator.
equipment by the university, cross-section of study areas: alChristian Leadership Confer- Records ahovi the following on- the
dent works five to eight hours
hijacked jetliner which had
students
the
their
prepared
own
ence.
per week in the dining room, meals and governed themselves... though most are enrolled in agdied down earlier and was
James Morris, Mayfield,speedriculture. A large number also
kitchen or on maintenance and
Running as a Democrat, he
World of Religion
-Howard
Scripps
a
Miller,
Mike
•
•
•
efueling
Williams picked tip a
take pre-professional programs
staff jobs.
hopes to
unseat a white ing, fined $10.00 eons $18.50; bag of money
By LOUIS CASSELS
article
wrote
an
Writer
TWA officials Staff
IN 1959 a major remodeling such as medicine, dentistry or
Work crews are divided into
incumbent, Rep. State Ponce.
Republican
UPI Religion Writer
ROTC which is
Jerry Sanderson, Route Six, ad placed on the runway and this week on
fourwstaffs—supply, office, li- was undertaken to partition off engineering, and others are in
Although church-state separa- Fletcher Thompson. "There
trudged slowly to the jetliner. revealing.
the original barracks-style liv- education.
brary and maintenance.
tion is a cherished American comes a time in a democratic Mayfield, apeeduig, fined $10.00 Once
inside, the hijacker
Although the men live at the
staff members ing quazters into 30 modern
oorts
paid
Full
$18.50;
time
State
Police.
society
when
you
have to do
principle, there's nothing in the
"met me with an open razor in Harvard University is taking include three cooks and a re- living units which accommodate scene of some of the nation's
Lemon
Peeler,
Route
One,
but pairman. Dormitory director is 12 to 15 men each.
Constitution that says clergy- more than just preach," says Murray,
top football action, none at
driving ',hue intozieat- e hand and pistol in the ROTC out of the !school
men should not run for political Young,
To retain their scholarships, present is a varsity athlete,
er," Williams said in an about 1800 students there have WilItam A. Irwin, assisted by
ad, nended to reckless driving,
Three Others Running
office,
It
is
it.
restore
to
petitioned
stay
However, they do participate in
two fellow graduate students. dormitory residents , must
fined $100.00 coats $13.50; State
erview.
Three other clergymen are
They've been doing it since
Barkley gratbed the sack and doubtful if it will be restored All three are studying student In the upper third of their col- an active intramural program
Police.
the
lege class, but this IS no prob- which includea competition in
earliest
personnel work.
days of the trying to unseat well-known
. am pulling money out. "The however.
Charles Morris, Route Two,
• • •
lem.
football, basketball, softball,
republic, and a fair number U.S. senators.
st
thing
he got was a packet
They compete for member- track and tennis.
In Missouri, the Rev. John C. Calvert City, weeding. Cm of f one
THE GRADUATE students
have had successful careers in
"ROTC Is going to survive and
dollar
bills,
This
made
$10.00
impended,
costs
of $18.The dormitory has an active
Danforth, an Episcopal preswork closely with 30 under- ship in their own scholastic
politics.
very mad and he ordered continue as a viable program
providing junior officers for the graduate student leaders, a stu- honorary society, Upsilon Pi alumni organization with over
This year, an unprecedented ident who describes himself as 50 paid; State Potion
e
pilot
to
put
the
plane
in
the
Daniel Marne, Embrey A
number of ministers and priests a "Lindsay-style Republican,"
wintery services," an official dent cafeteria manager, student Upsilon, which is limited to one- 900 men on its rolls, which insupply manager and a student tenth of. the dormitory popula- clude John T. Mount, Ohio
are seeking election to national Is hoping to capture the seat of partinents, Murray, no headgear, Inside the cabin,
most
of the
tion and requires a B-plus State vice president for student
office manager.
veteran Democratic Sen. Stuart fined $10.00 coats $18.50; State
or local office.
assengers did not realize what
T h e Stadium Scholarship grade average for membership. affairs.
have taken final
colleges
fovea
Most of them are motivated Symington.
happeolog until the plane
David Herring. Eddyvale,
In Connecticut, the Rev.
action to end their ROTC inby a conviction that political
--Fipeeding, amended to disorder- eached Dulles. But then It
Ivemeat. Third, ere Harvard,
lcEn Is the most effective way Joeepti-Duffey, a United Chutch
e chillingly clear. Jack
ly
conduct,
fined
$10.00
costs
PAY RESPECTS
uth, Brown, Princeton,
Is work toward such Christian of Christ minister, is running
le, 14, Mesa, Ariz., said "1
$18.50; Murray State campus
lainbia, Colgate and Tufts.
goals as ending the war in against Sen. Thomas J. Dodd, polies.
w this man standing in the
BELGRADE (UP1)— Princess
tanford and a few others have
In Rhode Island, Fr. John
Vietnam and eliminative racial
Michael Craven, 2.11 College
with a gun. He was
sde moves in that direction
Margaret and Lord Snowdon
McLaughlin, a Jesuit priest who Court, Murray,
discrimination.
fishing without ooking down the aisle as if he
ADULTS 77
t action is not final.
paid their respects Tuesday to
The best known clerical Is air-of-top editor of American a license, fined $15.00 costs
d shoot somebody."
NURSERY 4
Yugoslav President Tito and his
candidates are Fr. Robert magazine,
is seeking
the $18.50; Department of Fish and
JUNE
2, 1970
Per *eery one that is dropping
wife on the second day of their
Drinan, S.J., of Boston and the Republican nomination tor the Wildlife.
"One More Chance"
visit to Yugoslavia.
NEW YORK (UPI)-- Prices
seat now held by
Rev. Andrew Young of Atlanta. Senate
At this point, Barkley decided out, the Pentagon is receiving
Richard Eldridge, Itoute One,
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
The princess told Yugoslav
iDemocrat Jotm 0, Pastore.
Is Catholic Scholar
were sharply lower at the
Aim% reckless driving, fine of 'to give them one 'note applications from five that want
$10.00 impended, 03WI of $18 - chance," Williams said. Follow- the program.
Drinan, world-renowned Cathopening on the New York Stock newsmen that Tito, 78, is "an
Mrs. Sandra Henry and Baby Exchange today.
. I feel
olic scholar who Ls dean of WINNER
50 paid; Sheriff.
ing the hijacker's instructions,
Trading was extraordinary man
OBSCENE
Girl, 1400 Vine, Murray; Mrs.
deep admiration for his not
moderately heavy,
officials lineti the runway with Enrollment in ROTC programs
Boston College Law School, is a
at more than 325 colleges and Judith York and Baby Boy, Rte, An issue to
stuffed
bags
be clarified having changed at all since I
Democratic candidate for Conwith
Panel. universities for the current 3, Benton.
BROWNWOOD, Tex. (UPI)—
shortly is whether the market first saw him 17 years ago."
Williams
said
Barkley
refused
gress in Massachusetts.
The Bluff Vue drive-in theater
year
school
dropped
to
155,948
The atom bomb dropped on to let the plane land until he
—
has entered a consolidation
He doesn't think a "religious recently
showed
"Midnight Hiroshima killed 66,000 per.
DISMISSALS
m 212,417 the previous year,
NOW YOU KNOW
phase. Such a condition was
spotted the bags.
Issue" will hurt his prospects. Cowboy," which won an
Oscar
a drop of 26 per cent.
suggested late Thursday when
Once the plane was co the
Massorhusetts, he says, provid- as the best picture of the year. sons and injured 69,000.
Mrs. Patricia West and Baby
4* *
prices went into a steep by United Press International
ground,
the
came
climax
ed the nation's first Catholic
Authorities confiscated the
"Officials say, however, a de- Girl, 1903 Oak Dr., Murray;
The fastest animal over short
decline, with the Dow Jones
quickly. Williams and the flight
President (John F. Kennedy) film, arrested theater
cline in enrollment is desirable. Mrs. Rebecca Fririell and Baby
Manager
Queensland is Australia's engineer started
Industrial average giving up distances is the cheetah which
for the rear Since the military services are Girl, 713
and its first Negro senator Floyd Allred and charged
him leading cattle producing state.
Murray Crts., Murray; more than
seven points. Such a can attain speeds of between 85
door of the plane to load the being scaled down sharply,
(Edward W. Brooke) and will with showing obscene
Mrs. Wanda Smith and Baby Boy,
material.
they
setback was a natural develop- and 70 m.p.h.
ransom.
need fewer young officers."
Rte. 1, Hazel; Ralph Richerson,
ment on the heels of the while Bethlehem Steel lost the
In the cockpit, the pilot and
Box 9'7, Hazel; Master Kelly
market's recent sharp runup, same amount to 24. Armco
the first officer "using facial Apparently there are enough
Crouse, Rte. 2, Murray; Allen
according to most analysts.
expressions" to communicate responsible schools over the neeased % to 21%.
McCulston, New Concord; Gary
Shortly after the opening the
had decided to jump Barkley on that see the benefits of
General Metors led its group
Crass, 501 Beale, Murray; Mrs. UPI marketvride
indicator was lower, easing 5'8 to 671/2. Ford
because the hijacker "had
, to keep it going. We Edith McDougal, 1004 Fairlane
down 1,04 per cent with 545 gave up 1/4 to 44 and Chrysler
convinced all of us that he was feel sure that the heads of
Dr., Murray; Sammie F. Cook,
Issues traded. Of these, advangoing to get rid of us whether these schools hate war as much
to 21%.
726 Fairlane Dr., Murray; Mrs. ces outnumbered
declines in a
he got the money or whether he s anyone else, however they
In the chemicals, Eastman
osephine McLemore, 101 Hick- ratio of about
didn't", Williams said.
5-to-1, 341 to 72, Kodak dipped 1% to 64% and
re realistic, not idealistic.
y, Murray; Mrs, Letha GraThe
Dow
Jones industrial Du Pont 7/6 to 113%. Dow
Then came a blast of gunfire
Rte, 1, Symsonia; Guthrie
m,
average slimed more than 3 Chemical fell % to 623/4. Allied
as police shot out all four tires
McNeely, 1657 Ryan Ave., Murpoints.
on the jetliner. Barkley apChemical also was a loser at
. ay; Mrs. Emma McCuiston, 306
Losses predominated in all 18% down % from its closing
parently did not hear the noise,
Pegs 1)
4th St, Murray; Mrs. Reba major stock
From
(Continued
but remained standing in the
groups— steels, Thursday.
Street when Mattingly stopped rarrish, Rte. 3, Murray; Mrs. autos, chemicals and oils. Some
door of the cockpit.
Standard Oil of Ohio dipped 1
one
C.
Simmons,
Hazel; Curn of the declines were a point or
At this point, passengers for oncoming traffic to clear
to 56, Texaco 1/11 to 26%,
Mathis,
Rte. 4, Murray; Mrs. more,
began to " open escape hatches before making a left turn onto
Occidental Petroleum 1/s to 16
illie Wells, 305 So, 6th St.,
U.S. Steel gave up /
over the wing, and jump to Payne Street. Johnson was un1
2 to 32% and Kerr McGee 1/s to 41%.
urray;
Mrs.
Christie
Gray,
Kipavewet
the
stop
on
to
able
safety, but Barkley "just stood
ksey.
there pointing his gun", a ment and hit the Mattingly oar
in the rear, according to the
passenger said,
police report.
Damage to the Mattingly car
FBI Makes Move
Now, the FBI made its move, was on the rear end and to the
Agents began boosting each truck on the front end.
(Continued From Page it
other into the plane via a door The scene of the collision at
five p.m. was the intersection
close to the cockpit,
1970 CHEVY Impala, 4 door hardtop, power and air,
Don Solomonson, 32, Overland of Highway 121 Bypass and in the 19 states that have right
vinyl
roof.
to work laws.
miles.
Park, Kan., the copilot, de- North 18th Street.
The House bill would require
Cars involved were a 1983
scribed what happened next:
1969 CHEVY Impala, 4door hardtop, power and air.
As the hijacker looked out the Buick four door station wagon only that postal labor agreeTerwilleger
B.
James
by
driven
ments
adhere-to-th
ese-rights
to
1968 G.MC pick-up, 6-cylinder automatic transmission.
cockpit door into the cabin, he
21,"suddenly reached in his right of Sanford, Fla., and a 1970 work laws.
miles.
Roy
owned
by
door
four
The
Ford
House,
in July 1965,
hand and fired." Barkley had
1987 PONTIAC Catalina. 2-door hardtop, power
spotted an FBI agent iito had A. Heath and driven by Sherry voted 221_ to 203 to nullify state
and air,
vinyl roof.
fired at him. "Then we jumped Ann Heath of Hickory Route right to' work laws. But the
Senate allowed the bill to die in
Barkley," Solomonson said. In Two.
Heath car, go- committee, welch led House
1987 FORD LTD. 4-door hardtop, power and
the scuffle, the pilot was forced police said the
air, vinyl
North
lOth Street, members to pledge never to
on
north
roof.
ing
back Into his seat, and Barkley
out from atop street in consider the measure again
pulled
was on top of him. It was at
1966 PONTIAC Bonneville. 2-door hardtop,
- until the Senate had spelled
of the Terwilleger car go
power and air,
out
this point the pilot was shot. front
vidyl roof.
east on the Highway 121 Its attitude in a recorded vote,
Solomonson said he made a ins
Bypass.
Rep, David N. Henderson, D.
grab for Barkley's gun and "1
1985 OLDSMOBILE 98 Luxury Sedan, power
Damageto the Terwilleger N.C., No, 2
and air.
Democrat on the
pulled it out of the captain's
quarrear
right
the
was on
car
House
1964
Post
Office
CADILLAC Sedan Deville, power and air.
Committee,
stomach,"
the
car
Heath
ter panel and to
led an unsuccessful fight to
By
the plane was dlled
1982 FORD pick-up, V-8, straight stick.
the left front fender.
insert right to work language in
with FBI agents who overpow- on
The third collision occurred the bill during its
ered Barkley and handcuffed
drafting
in
6:05 p.m. on Boone's Parking
him. While the shooting was at between a 1989 Chevrolet committee and said he would
Sea
lot
renew his effort on the House
going on, the passengers
were owned by John F. Cooper and
Cook
Sanders
—
Wells Purdom Jr.
floor.
cowering in the grass aiongsfde driven by William Joseph CoopThe administration, which
the runway,
Route
LaCenter
One,
and
Jim Kuykendall
er of
UnOlVa
ldyladi
"e
MsaNwerite crying a 1966 Chevrolet owned by drafted a reform bill as part of
passengerspassengers were yelling and Todd Brothers Motor Sales and a negotiated settlement with
FR I ENDS OF BOYS-Lt. Ernest Biven, of the Kentucky Staleyoticc, Paul Clinton, roiling on the ground,"
striking postal workers in
Airport driven by Terry Nathan Todd
of the Bureau of Public Assistance, Department of Economic"gccurity, and Robert
March, is opposed to right tc
Policeman Hubert Lanocia said, of Murray Route Two.
Scuroth. Bowling Green area administrator of the Department of Child Welfare,
Police said roper was back- work language in any reform
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